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L Preface

I I The Federal Aviation Administration formed a Standard Terminal Automation Replacement
-^ System (STARS) Working Group toidentify and resolve human factors concerns with the Early

Display Capability (EDC) system before it is introduced inthe field.

u The goals of the HumanFactorsWorking Groupwere to

i a. conduct an initial diagnostic usability assessment of the STARS EDC system (as
L! configured and available December 8 through 12);

The purpose ofthis activity was to document some ofthe issues associated with the EDC
j | evaluation configuration and propose methodologies to address those issues.

Documentation will include theapproximately sixpreviously identified air traffic issues
and any others noted during the evaluation. Any issues that are resolved as aresult of the
assessment are to be highlighted.

b. identify additional STARS Transition/Full Service Level/Pre-Planned Product
Improvements human factors research areas, from the information available to date; and

c. provide aplan to re-address the 89 previously identified HF issues from the STARS
Monitor and Control Workstation study.

u

^ This report is in response to these requirements. It is divided into two volumes. Volume I
contains three chapters: the Early Display Capability System Initial Diagnostic Usability

| j Assessment report, the Transition and Pre-Planned Product Improvements Human Factors
Research Application Areas and Activities report, and the Re-Evaluation ofthe Standard
Terminal Automation Replacement System Monitor and Control Workstation Computer-Human

J! Interface assessment plan. Volume II contains the appendixes for Volume I.
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Executive Summary

This Human Factors Review is in three chapters. Itdescribes the findings ofthe initial diagnostic
usability assessment of the Standard Terminal Automation Replacement System (STARS) Early
Display Capability (EDC) system. This evaluation is the first stage of acomprehensive process
to assess and address EDC human factors issues. It includes methodologies to resolve the issues
raised and identifies STARS Full Service Level (FSL) transition and pre-planned product
improvement human factors research and application engineering areas. It also presents a
STARS Monitor and Control Workstation (MCW) proposal to re-evaluate the usability of that
system In response to acongressional request, the Chief Scientific and Technical Advisor for
Human Factors (Chairperson of the STARS Steering Committee) directed that this report be
prepared.

Aplanning meeting was held between the Human Factors Team (appointed by the STARS Issues
Subgroup Chairperson) and National Air Traffic Controllers Association (NATCA)
representatives at Raytheon Electronic Systems during the week of November 17,1997. Starting
on December 8,1997, 14 NATCA air traffic control specialists, representing 13 terminal
facilities, and 7human factors specialists spent 2days preparing for the EDC usability
assessment and 3days identifying EDC computer-human interface issues. The 2days of
preparation included training on Boston Terminal Radar Approach Control (TRACON) airspace
and on the EDC prototype system. The next 2days were used to identify and record usability
issues during simulations with Boston TRACON air traffic scenarios on prototype EDC Terminal
Controller Workstations. One day was spent exercising system functions with minimal levels of
air traffic. Another day involved working scenarios with varying levels of traffic and responding
tospecial air traffic control task-referenced events. This effort was an initial usability study and
had certain limitations as discussed in Chapter 1.

Over the course of the week, human factors specialists removed redundancies and consolidated
issues for presentation to thecontroller team on the final day. Controller input was used to refine
the issues and elementdescriptions. This process yielded 98 items, which were categorized into
9 areas with associated elements. Issue areas included: data input, workspace ergonomics,
windows, targetattributes, data block attributes, display attributes, cognitive issues, menus, and
system functionality. In general, the controllers did not believe that the prototype EDC system
adequately supported theirair traffic control tasks. It is recommended that the issues identified in
the EDC usability assessment be addressed by further human factors activities and development
before the system becomes operational. However, it appears that these issues can be ameliorated
through the application of standard engineering practices.

Methods for resolving the usability issues include iterative rapid prototyping, design
validation/usability studies, and operational performance assessments. Preparations are
underway to form prototyping efforts to address the identified human factors issues. Given the
short time frame available to complete these efforts for the EDC configuration of STARS, the
recommended operational performance assessment may run concurrently with the EDC
Operational Test and Evaluation activities. For the Initial System Capability (ISC) assessment, a

vu
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separate human performance baseline activity is recommended. Aschedule ofproposed
activities is provided.

This report also includes adescription ofthe research application areas associated with the
STARS transition toFSL (incorporating both ISC and Full Service Capability). Although the
information currently available is not sufficient to develop detailed research plans, a foundation
for building them is presented. Also presented is aproposal for re-evaluating the usability ofthe
MCW.
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1. Introduction

| i Although the Standard Terminal Automation Replacement System (STARS) development is
^ nearing completion, there is growing concern over human factors (HF) issues associated with

computer-human interaction, controller acceptance, and the process for integrating HF
| I engineering practices into system acquisition and development. Accordingly, the Federal
" Aviation Administration (FAA) and the users formed an HF Steering Committee to identify and

resolve HF concerns with the STARS Early Display Capability (EDC) system before itbecomes
i j operational in the field.

This chapter addresses the STARS HF Steering Committee's requirements to conduct a
1i structured usability assessment of the STARS EDC system (as configured and available
U December 8through 12,1997), to document HF issues, and propose methodologies for their

resolution. The STARS HF Steering Committee formed two subgroups: an Issues Subgroup and
l I aProcess Subgroup. The Issues Subgroup was responsible for the EDC HF assessment. This

document presents the results of the HF analyses completed by the Issues Subgroup HF Team.

i !

i :

! I

L!

1.1 Background and Context

The STARS replaces 172 Automated Radar Terminal Systems (ARTSs) at Terminal Radar
Approach Control (TRACON) facilities within the National Airspace System and 199
Department of Defense systems. The strategy for replacement and enhancement of these systems
is divided into three evolutionary stages: the EDC, the Initial System Capability (ISC), and the
Final System Capability (FSC). The EDC stage replaces the current ARTS display consoles and
the Digital Bright Radar Tower Equipment with new display hardware while maintaining the
Existing Automation Service Level (EASL). It also provides acontroller interface to the new
Emergency Service Level (ESL) back-up system. Anew Monitor and Control Workstation
(MCW) also will be implemented for Airway Facilities (AF) personnel at the TRACONs. The
ISC stage replaces the ARTS computers with new central computers for radar and flight data
processing. It also provides the infrastructure needed to support interfaces to new Air Traffic
(AT) service applications and to the enhanced Traffic Flow Management (TFM) system. In the
FSC stage, new functions will be implemented for controllers. These include a range of
automation capabilities that are currently in operational use at field facilities orunder research
and development by several government agencies.

HFactivities should be integrated throughout system development. Table 1illustrates the nature
of the HF work that would be required to fully support the STARS Program. As shown in the
table, the first stage isan initial diagnostic usability assessment. Iterative prototyping exercises
would then be completed to evaluate and refine proposed solutions to identified problems. Next,
a design validation study would be conducted under realistic conditions that simulate the
essential components ofusers' tasks associated with the system. The goal of this study would be
toconfirm designs that optimize the computer-human interface (CHI). Finally, an operational
performance assessment would be conducted to measure and verify safety and efficiency using
the stabilized STARS and realistic operational scenarios.
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Table 1. Human Factors Activities Across STARS Operational Domains and Service Levels

Operational Domain Early Display Capability
(EDC)

Initial System Capability
(ISC)

Final System Capability
(FSC)

TRACON

• Diagnostic Usability
Assessment

• Prototyping/
Design Validation

• Operational
Performance

Assessment

• Diagnostic Usability
Assessment

• Prototyping/
Design Validation

• Operational
Performance

Assessment

• Diagnostic Usability
Assessment

• Prototyping/
Design Validation

• Operational
Performance

Assessment

TOWER

• DiagnosticUsability
Assessment

• Prototyping/
Design Validation

• Operational
Performance

Assessment

• Diagnostic Usability
Assessment

• Prototyping/
DesignValidation

• Operational
Performance

Assessment

• Diagnostic Usability
Assessment

• Prototyping/
Design Validation

• Operational
Performance

Assessment

MONITOR

and

CONTROL

WORKSTATION

• Diagnostic Usability
Assessment

• Prototyping/
DesignValidation

• Operational
Performance

Assessment

• DiagnosticUsability
Assessment

• Prototyping/
DesignValidation

• Operational
Performance

Assessment

• Diagnostic Usability
Assessment

• Prototyping/
Design Validation

• Operational
Performance

Assessment

In the context of the overall STARS development effort, this report focuses on a diagnostic
usability study for the TRACON EDC system. An initial diagnostic usability study has already
been conducted for the MCW (Mogford, Rosiles, Koros, & Held, in press). This assessment
identified 89 HFissues thatmay be ofconcern for theSTARS MCW. (A listof these issues is in
Volume II, Section 1.)

1.1.1 EDC System Characteristics

The first implementation of theSTARS iscurrently scheduled fordeployment at Washington
National Airport during thesummer of 1998. Although EDCis primarily a display replacement,
there are several noticeable differences between it and the current TRACON system. For
example,EDC utilizesa 20 in. x 20 in. color-capable display; the presentdisplay is smaller (18
in. diameter) and monochromatic and so does not allow for the color coding of information.
Also, the knobs and switches of the ARTS console have been replaced by menus on the situation
display. This changes the way a controller performs many common functions (e.g., modifying
maps, altitude filters, brightness, and range rings and moving lists)and adds menus inside
opaque windows that occupy portions of the situation display.

In addition to the display replacement, the EDC provides a digital equivalent to radar data now
provided by the ARTS, resulting in new targetsymbology. A target extent symbol (i.e.,
trapezoid) is used to depictaircraft position and the uncertainty in an aircraft position (as a
function of factors such as the distance from the radar). Currently, an aircraft is displayed with
the raw radar return and a beacon symbol. New EDC radar target symbology is also used to
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U depict primary and secondary target returns for associated and unassociated tracks, and new EDC
symbology for target history has also been implemented.

U There are several major differences between the EDC and the ISC/FSC versions of STARS. For
example, the EDC system will still be driven by ARTS, whereas STARS will have its own

j I automation system. This has the potential to substantially increase the capabilities of the system
Li with associated changes in the user interface. Another difference between EDC and later stages

of STARS is that EDC uses the ARTS trackball and keyboard and two new rows of function
j | keys. Later stages of STARS use athree-button mouse and aQWERTY keyboard. (The
^ QWERTY keyboard refers to the standard keyboard modeled after the typewriter in which the

first six keys in the left portion of the top row read QWERTY.) The ARTS keyboard has the
I j keys arranged alphabetically and is considerably smaller than the proposed QWERTY version.

The hardware and software ofthe STARS baseline EDC system were modified to satisfy the
! objectives of the initial usability assessment. Four Terminal Controller Workstations at the

-1 William J. Hughes Technical Center were modified by replacing the console shelf, keyboard, and
trackball and by providing software changes to accommodate the new keyboard and trackball.

| | This included features intended to improve display control and reduce heads-down time.

The EDC console shelf design permitted recessed mounting ofthe keyboard and trackball on the
| | right hand side of the shelf. The movable STARS QWERTY keyboard was replaced with a
^ shelf-mounted ARTS ABC keyboard enhanced to provide 20 additional function keys. The

movable three-button STARS trackball was removed in favor ofa single-button ARTS trackball,
j I also shelf mounted. Apower supply with increased capacity for the keyboard and trackball

backlighting was provided.

i | Software was modified to operate with the new devices. Macro commands using the 20 new
function keys were included to permit single key entry to change mode, open/close windows,

( home cursor, acknowledge messages, and so forth. Macro commands also were implemented to
streamline range scale and off-centering functions. Increased flexibility in selecting displayable
target symbology also was provided. Anumber of known System Trouble Reports were also
addressed including theability to useQuick Keys inEASL.

u

1.1.2 Identification of Prior Human Factors Issues

| AT HF issues associated with STARS have been identified in the past by NATCA, the FAA, the
STARS Team, and others. (The STARS Team iscomposed of Raytheon and Hughes personnel

i ; dedicated to STARS Program.) These concerns include

Li
a. ABC vs. QWERTY Keyboards; TRACON controllers are very experienced with the

ARTS keyboard and may require training and practice with the QWERTY keyboard to
overcome the automatic tendencies developed with years of practice on ARTS. In
addition to transfer of training issues, there is a concern that the layout of the QWERTY
keyboard may cause tasks requiring one-handed typing to be more difficult or slower.

b. Keyboard/Trackball Layout: The proposed data-entry devices (QWERTY keyboard and
trackball) are larger than thecurrent configuration (ARTS keyboard and trackball). The

u



U sizes ofthese devices leave less room for the flight strips and anotepad that controllers
require. In addition, the trackball/cursor mapping is not thesameas thecurrentsystem.

1j c. Opaque Windows: Menus and other information are presented to controllers via
^ windows that obscure the portion of the situation display that they occupy. Although

these windows can be moved, resized, or closed, they could obscure important data (e.g.,
j j conflict alert) necessary to predict and prevent potential conflicts.

d. Aircraft Target Extent and Position Symbols: The EDC system uses a trapezoid to
I i display the uncertainty ofan aircraft position. The aircraft symbol currently displays the
Li raw radar return with abeacon symbol. Controllers are concerned about absent or

potentially confusing information contained in the target extent and position symbols.
e. History Trail: The EDC system displays the history trail of the aircraft with a series of

dots (the spacing ofwhich depends on the speed of the aircraft). The controllers suggest
i that this display ofthe trail may not be as good an indicator ofthe rate ofturn ofan
jj aircraft as is found on the ARTS.

f. Display/Control Design: The currentEDC implementation involves menu-driven steps
| j through window lists. There is concern that the menus require attention to be directed
Lj away from the primary traffic display. This may result in an unacceptable amount of

heads-down time. (Heads-down time refers to thetime and attention required to perform
j | asecondary task that detracts from the attention devoted to the air traffic situation
^ display.) The replacement of the knobs and switches of the ARTS console by menus on

the situation display may substantially increase controller workload. It replaces a task
l ; that could previously be performed with minimal visual attention (i.e., reaching over and

turning a knob) with a task that requires visual attention to make trackball or keyboard
entries (i.e., navigating through a menu or typing and implementing commands).

U

U

U

i i

U

Although these concerns arenotcomprehensive, they present an introduction to HF issues that
merit further investigation. As mentioned previously, most of these issues identified inSTARS
areapplicable toEDC. The only exception is that the items associated with the QWERTY
keyboard andSTARS trackball arenotrelevant to theEDC configuration used in the present
analysis.

1.1.3 Need for a Comprehensive HF Evaluation

From the standpoint of operational effectiveness, a suitable STARS EDC user interface is
critical. User interface considerations pervade all other aspects of system design. A good user
interface entails more than effective display or keyboarddesign. It also includes the structure and
order of a user's tasks, the sources of data, what the user must do with data, where the data go,
and the relationship among tasks that different users may be performing.

Recent hearings before Congress raised concerns about several EDC user interface issues, and
the ensuing discussions led to the recommendation for an independent HF assessment to be
conducted by the FAA Office of the Chief Scientific and Technical Advisor for Human Factors
(AAR-100). The Issues Subgroup Chairperson appointed a team of HF specialists from the
FAA, the Volpe National Transportation Systems Center, and the MITRE Center for Advanced
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i j In HF engineering practice, an initial usability assessment is considered to be the beginning ofan
U overall effort that includes rapid prototyping with design validation studies and human-in-the-

loop system performance evaluation. Ausability study typically involves observation by HF
I i specialists ofusers operating adevelopmental system under realistic conditions. The goal is to
LI identify human-system interaction problems. The approach often uses scripts or other methods to

exercise system functions. Users and HF experts take notes on how well the system supports
I representative tasks. Data collection tools may also include video recordings, questionnaires, and
u HFchecklists. The issues identified by this activity are transformed into HFresolutions and then

prototyped and evaluated by users. The resulting design recommendations are fed back to the
i engineering process. As the system matures, further usability assessments (to validate design

-• changes) and prototyping cycles are completed, making this an iterative process.

| When the system is mature, it undergoes alarge-scale HF evaluation using acomprehensive set
LJ of performance metrics. Arigorous and controlled test is completed, under varying taskloads,

and data are collected on safety, efficiency, performance, workload, and usability. In air traffic
I 1 control (ATC), this type ofevaluation usually requires considerable preparation, several weeks to
^ run, and substantial efforts to analyze and report the results. Acomprehensive HF evaluation and

design effort comprises these three types ofactivities: usability assessment, prototyping/
I evaluation, and performance evaluation. The work reported here represents the first stage in this

process.

L.

I

u

Aviation System Development to conduct the evaluation, with a report due to Congress by
December 19, 1997. Shortbiographies for the HFTeamare provided at the end of thischapter.

1.2 Usability Assessment Scope and Limitations

This EDC usability assessment is an initial evaluation and has several limitations. It addresses
the AT HF issues regarding the EDC workstation but does not involve a direct comparison to the
existing ARTS. The assessment methodology does not provide the kind of objective
performance data needed to assess the impact ofEDC displays or functions on controller or
system performance. It also does not address the EDC tower display, QWERTY keyboard, or
revisions to windows, menu structures, or target display symbols delivered after December 8,
1997.

, | The present analysis examined the existing issues, identified other HF issues that may need to be
M addressed, and gathered information about the operational impact of the issues. Due to the time

constraints imposed on this exercise, certain additional restrictions were necessarily placed on the
I data collection and analysis that limit the interpretation ofthe results. As with any
U observationally based usability study, the outcome must be interpreted within the conditions

under which the observations were made. These restrictions include the following:
i

I
u Limited time to train thecontrollers on EDC: Ideally, an evaluation of the EDC system would

permit the controllers whoparticipate to train to proficiency on the new equipment, using the
j training package developed for implementation. Such training and testing of the controllers'

ability to use the new equipment helps to ensure that the observations madecan be attributed to
features of the new system and not to a lack of familiarity. The schedule imposed on this

u
i
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U analysis did not fully provide for such training and proficiency testing. Thus, some of the
controllers' judgments may beattributable to their unfamiliarity with the system.

u

u

U

Limited subjectpool: An HF evaluation ofanew system would typically employ across-section
ofcontrollers who are representative ofthe user population. These controllers would ideally not
be familiar with STARS and the issues surrounding it before beingexposedto the system
training program. Through experience with the system, the behavior of these controllers would
lend insight into aspects of the system that should be considered for modification and the training

II required to successfully implement the system. Because of the nature of the present analysis, the
HF Team determined that itwould bebetter served by including controllers who have had

, experience, however limited, with STARS. This experience would help to identify important
L issues in the time available by reducing the training required for controllers to learn the new

system.

( I

Li These and other factors associated with the time constraints may have resulted in some EDC
usability issues being overlooked and point to the requirement for further HF work on the system

! before it is deployed. The initial analysis was designed to be the first step of acomprehensive
- HF methodology. It identifies features of the system that the controllers found operationally

unacceptable and points to issues that require further investigation. To the extent that issues
JI identified in the EDC system exist in STARS, the findings and their interpretations would be

expected to apply. However, it should be clear that this initial analysis of EDC does not
, , constitute an analysis of STARS.

Ll
2. Method

Li Astructured usability assessment was used for the evaluation of the EDC system. This involved
acomprehensive review of system functions using scripts for critical terminal ATC activities.

I j HF specialists and controllers acted as evaluators, collecting information on system usability and
L operational effectiveness. The results were compiled and categorized into alist of HF issues that

are the outcome of this report.

U 2.1 Participants

| Twelve controllers from terminal facilities participated in the evaluation. Included were the eight
L controllers that were present at aplanning meeting at Raytheon during the week of November 17

and four additional controllers from other TRACONs. One controller came from each of the
} following TRACONs: Atlanta, Dallas-Fort Worth, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Miami,
U Minneapolis, New York, Phoenix, Pittsburgh, and Seattle. The remaining two controllers came

from Washington National TRACON. Two additional air traffic controllers played a supporting
role during the evaluation.

Theaverage age of the 12 participating controllers was 37years (SD = 3.8), and they had an
average of 14 years (SD - 4.0) experience in the terminal environment. All controllers had
actively controlled traffic during each of the past 12 months. Four controllers had corrective
lenses and wore these during the traffic scenarios. At the beginning of the third day of the



Li evaluation, the controllers estimated that they had an average of 7hours (SD =3.9) experience
using some version ofthe STARS. Controllers rated their experience with windowing operating

I ] systems as an average of 5.5 (SD =1.2) on a7-point scale where 1represented Not Very
'-i Experienced and 7represented Extremely Experienced.

2.2 Equipment

The HF evaluation ofthe EDC system was conducted atthe Technical Center during the week of
December 8,1997. Four EDC workstations were configured in the ARTS Transition Laboratory.
Each was equipped with an integrated ABC keyboard and recessed trackball. The workstations
were situated in two rows, with two consoles on each side.

Before the first day ofthe usability assessment, the STARS Team identified software changes
that had been prepared for the evaluation. In addition, the team identified seven open EDC
software issues that might affect the HF usability assessment. During the assessment, some
clarifications were made regarding radar target symbology. Specific information about each of
these items is found in Volume II, Section 2.

Electronic data collection capabilities included traffic data recordings from the Target Generation
Facility (TGF) and ARTS Continuous Data Recording (CDR). Voice tapes were made from the
AMECOM voice switching system. Video equipment was used to record controller actions and
verbal comments.

! 2.3 Airspace andTraffic Scenarios

The traffic simulations incorporated four sectors ofsimulated airspace based on four sectors of
] | Boston TRACON airspace. This traffic provided abackground against which to evaluate the
— EDC system. Descriptions ofthe sectors at Boston TRACON follow and differences between

the actual and simulated sectors are noted.
j

^ Initial Departure: All aircraft that depart Boston Logan International Airport (BOS) use the
Initial Departure sector. Controllers vector aircraft per a Logan-Nine Standard Instrument

I I Departure procedure, which outlines departure instructions and noise abatement procedures.
Controllers give all arrival aircraft from the southwest to the Final One sector for sequencing and
approach clearances to BOS. For the EDC assessment, the Initial Departure sector was combined

j I with the Lincoln sector, which is awestbound departure corridor sector and an inbound sector for
arrivals from the Southwest.

I South: The South sector receives departures from BOS, including both jet and propeller traffic
~ departing southbound. Controllers vector arrival aircraft to runways based on the runway
, i configuration in use and their preference. Controllers give all arrival aircraft to the Final One
M sector for sequencing and issuing approach clearances. In this simulation, the South sector was

combined with the Plymouth sector, which is predominantly a southbound departure corridor and
i an inbound sector for arrival flights planned overProvidence or from the Cape Cod area.

Rocknort: The Rockport sector is mainly a north- andnortheast-bound departure corridorand an
i inbound sector for arrival flights planned over Gardner, MA; Manchester and Pease, NH; or the

I

1
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" Boston overseas arrival fix, 25 NMI east of the airport. The Rockport sector receives departures
from theInitial Departure sector, including all jet andpropeller traffic departing to thenorth and

| [ northeast. Controllers vector arrival aircraft to the runway in use and then give the aircraft to the
^ Final One sector for sequencing and issuance of approach clearances.

j j Final One: Final One was the final approach control position where controllers issue all
*- approach clearances for BOS and subsequently transfer the aircraft to the Tower Local Control

for landing clearances. This position does not typically control departure traffic, though
I | coordination for such operations may be requested. Controllers may vector an aircraft to any
^ runway included in aparticular configuration for amore efficient use of airspace or runways. In

this simulation, the FinalOnesectorwascombined with theFinal Two sector.
i I
^ The air traffic patterns and airspace characteristics used in the evaluation were representative of

the local adaptation of Boston TRACON sectors. Two Boston TRACON traffic scenarios were
[ prepared that used different runway configurations: Land 27/22L -Depart 22R and Land 4R/L -

J Depart 9. In both scenarios, controllers staffed all four Boston TRACON sectors. This staffing
level is lighter than atypical 90,h-percentile day at Boston TRACON. There, two controllers

| typically staff the Final One sector, and one controller staffs asatellite airport position, for atotal
of six controllers.

I The scenarios were based on CDR output taken from Boston TRACON. Acurrent Boston
TRACON controller verified the data and tested it inthe Technical Center laboratories. Both
scenarios were ofmoderate complexity. The scenarios contained an even mix ofboth jetand

jj propeller-driven aircraft. Furthermore, they contained all aircraft flying with all Instrument
Flight Rules (D?R) flight plans that either originate or terminate service at BOS. The scenarios

i , were modified to include some Visual Flight Rules (VFR) flight plans and overflight aircraft.

The following are scenario enhancements completed for this evaluation for the two runway
I , configurations at BOS. The baseline scenarios had 169 simulated aircraft with 80 arrivals and 89
[J departures. The scenarios were designed to last for 90 minutes but were typically stopped after

approximately 65 minutes. The enhanced scenarios included added aircraft and activities as
i i compared to the baseline scenarios. The two enhanced traffic scenarios were coded to run at the
Li following five volume levels:

i Level 1 120 Baseline Targets

Level 2 Level 1 Plus:

35 VFR Over, Under, and Through Flights
35 IFR Over Flightsy
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Level 3 Level 2 Plus:

6 VFR Air Files Landing Boston

Planned Events:

1 New Call Sign Request
2 New Runway Requests
1 New Aircraft Type Request
3 Weather Update Requests
1 Wrong Beacon Code
1 Point Out Beyond Filter Limits
1 Runway Change

Level 4 Level 3 Plus:

5 Additional Arrivals

1 Additional Departure

Level 5 Level 4 Plus:

35 Additional VFR Over, Under, and Through Flights
35 Additional IFR Over Flights

Details of the scenarios used in the assessment are in VolumeII, Section 3.

2.4 Data Collection Instruments

In addition to the automated databases and video recordings discussed in Section 2.2, the
following forms and questionnaires were used during the evaluation:

--• a. Background Ouestionnaire: This questionnaire addressed the controllers' background
and experience. All controllers completed this questionnaire on the third day of the

j ! evaluation.

b. Observer Log: This form was used to record EDC HF issues. HF specialists and
controllers completed it during each simulation run. Information on this form was used

J to build the final issues list.

c. Functions Checklist: This checklist listed important EDC functions and was used to
I check that all functions had been exercised. Controllers completed this checklist by the

end of the third day of the evaluation.

J [ d. Post-Scenario Ouestionnaire: This questionnaire addressed general questions about the
£-i EDC system and scenario realism. All controllers who worked traffic completed this

questionnaire after each run on the fourth day.

L e. Human Factors Specialist Ouestionnaire: This questionnaire was based on the Human
Factors Checklistfor the Design and Evaluation ofAir Traffic Control Systems (Cardosi

I 1 &Murphy, 1995). Each HF specialist completed it at the end ofthe fourth day ofthe
(j evaluation.



U f. Controller Ouestionnaire: Thisquestionnaire was also based on Cardosi and Murphy
(1995) and is similar to theHFSpecialist Questionnaire. Controllers andHF specialists

1 i completed this questionnaire at the end of the fourth day of the evaluation.

g. Training Ouestionnaire: This questionnaire addressed questions about the training
provided tocontrollers. Controllers were to complete this questionnaire at the end ofthe

[j fourth day of the evaluation.

U

u

u

u

u

2.5 Procedure

The evaluation required 5 days to complete. Given the short preparation time available for this
project, there was a risk oftechnical difficulties. However, no simulation problems were
experienced, and all planned activities were completed.

The general schedule was as follows:

Day Activity

Monday, December 8 Introduction to assessment

Training on the EDC system and Boston TRACON airspace

Tuesday, December 9 Training on the EDC system and Boston TRACON airspace
Wednesday, December 10 Orientation toevaluation procedure

Three simulation runs using scripted functions

Thursday, December 11 Three simulation runs using scripted simulation events
Friday, December 12 Meeting ofparticipants to refine the issue and element

descriptions.

Adetailed daily schedule and participant rotation plans can be found in Volume II, Section 4.

2.5.1 Training

An airspace training package was sent to the controllers before the assessment and is included in
Volume II,Section 5. This package contained detailed information on the airspace, runway
configurations, procedures, and controller actions that they used in the simulation. The briefing
package also included maps ofthe airspace and runway configurations.

The first day ofactivities included a briefing on the Boston TRACON airspace and traffic by
Boston TRACON controllers. Following this was hands-on instruction on the EDC system using
computer-based instruction (CBI) by the STARS Team. Atraffic sample was also run on the
four EDC workstations allowing all participants to familiarize themselves with theequipment
and simulation environment. Controllers followed a rotation schedule, which permitted time for
CBI, EDC simulation, and further airspace training. One-on-one instruction on the system was
provided by STARS Team instructors in the EDC laboratory. Of the four sectors, each controller
was trained and worked on only two sectors tomake best use of the limited airspace training time
available. Six controllers were trainedon the Initial Departure and South sectors, and six were

10
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trained on the Rockport and Final One sectors. The baseline traffic scenario was used for the
first part of the hands-on training, but some Level 3 scenarios were included so that the
controllers had exposure to higher traffic volumes, before the first assessment day.

2.5.2 Human Factors Assessment

The third and fourth days focused on the HF usability assessment conducted against a
background of simulatedBoston TRACON traffic. Given the four EDC workstations, teams of
three controllers were assigned to each position during each run. Controllers only worked the
sectors on which they were trained. An orientation to the evaluation procedure, including
instructions on the use of data collection tools, was provided on the morning of the first day of
assessment. There were three 1-hour simulation runs each day to identify EDC HF issues.

To exercise the important system functions of EDC, theHFTeam identified twokinds of
scripted actions. The first type were those system functions that arefrequently completed by
controllers as partof theirwork, as listed in Volume n, Section 6. These functions are normally
accessed when controlling air trafficor could be prompted manually if not required during a
specific simulation scenario. The second type were simulation events that gave rise to specific
controller tasks. Theseevents were initiated by the controllers and simulation operation pilots
(SIMOPs) or were added to thetraffic scenarios, as listed inVolume II, Section 7.

The third dayof theevaluation concentrated on theFunctions Script. Each group of four
controllers was provided with a listof thefunctions, in checklist format, and instructed that the
goal for the third day was toexercise the system on all items on the list. Approximately one-
third of the items were addressed during each simulation run, witheach controller startingat a
different point in the list to ensure full coverage. Only one-half ofthe aircraft in the baseline
scenarios were run, to allow the controllers more time to focus on using system functions.
Comments and observations were only collected on those functions that were problematic. EDC
HF issues that emerged asa result of this activity and from other interactions with the system
were noted.

Included in each scenario was a position-relief briefing given approximately halfway through the
1-hour run. This forced the users to access several EDC system functions that might not
ordinarily be used while working traffic. The four controllers that were standing by were brought
in to replace the four who worked traffic during the first half ofthe run. During the scenarios,
the active controller was encouraged to focus on traffic management but also to be available for
questions and brief discussions. The controllers and HF specialists were provided with
structured forms for data recording. The Functions Checklist was used to ensure that all
functions were exercised, and the Observer Log was used to record any issues that emerged
during a run.

The fourth day of the evaluation did not involve the use of the EDC Functions Script but, instead,
focused on ATC tasks prompted by aircraft activity or airspace changes. The EDC Simulation
Script was administered by asking controllers and SIMOPs to initiate actions during ongoing
traffic scenarios. Levels 3and 5 traffic scenarios were used. An additional exercise performed
on this day was aswitch to the ESL during the last 15 minutes of the last run.

II
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The simulation was designed to exercise specific EDC system functions and procedures not
necessarily covered in the EDC Functions Script. As during the previous day, the position-relief
briefing was completed about halfway through the scenario. Issues and observations regarding
EDC HF problemswere discussed by the activecontroller, observer, and HF specialist. The
EDC Simulation Script items were not all exercised on each sector during every run. Instead,
one to six SIMOP or controller actions per sector, per run were invoked including a runway
reconfiguration, which was a general event that occurred onceduringeach run for all sectors.
Schedules for participant rotation and events for bothdata collection days are provided in
Volume II, Section 4.

Controllers remainedtogetherin three-person teams to facilitate sharedexperiencesand
discussion during the 2 days of datacollection. Each controller actedin each position (observer,
initial controller, and relief controller) twice. HF specialists rotated independently of the
controller teams to ensure interaction with each team. Each specialist observed each sector and
controller team at least once.

After each run, the controller working traffic was askedto writedown any issues, concerns, or
other observations encountered. (On the fourth day, a Post-Scenario Questionnaire was also
completed.) The HF specialist ateach workstation then facilitated a discussion with the
controllers to identify HFissues that emerged during thescenario. All issues were written down
for further review. The effectiveness of the exercises was evaluated during debriefing sessions.
At the end of the fourth day, the HFSpecialist and Controller Questionnaires were completed.

2.5.3 Issue Consolidation

The fifth and final day of the evaluation consisted ofa meeting ofall participants todiscuss the
EDC HFconcerns identified during the simulation sessions. However, before this, a significant
amount of issue refinement and categorization was accomplished, making thefinal issue review
exercise feasible within the time remaining.

There were several stages at which EDC HF issues were consolidated. Immediately following
each scenario on the third and fourth days, the four participants working a position discussed the
preceding run. During the simulation, they had been briefly noting any HF issues they observed.
Controllers were instructed that it was not necessary to write down issues more than once. The
task ofthe HF specialist was to ask the controllers to review and discuss their issues. These were
recorded on the HF specialist's Observer Log. The resulting lists, along with all supporting
individual lists, were collected by other HF specialists and were entered into a computer for
further review and processing.

The same procedure was completed during the fourth day of the assessment. However, the focus
was on identifying issues that had not yet emerged. During both days, HF specialists
continuously reviewed the lists and began to consolidate them and place them into categories. At
the end of the fourth day, all issues were combined and consolidated for a final review on the last
day of the evaluation.

12



The goal of the meeting on the final day of the assessment was to review the draft issues list.
The HF Assessment Team requested that the controllers read the list of issues, clarify wording
where necessary, remove irrelevant issues, and add any further issues, if needed. All issues
raised by the controllers were recorded. A graphic showing the entire issue capture and
consolidation process is shown in Figure 1.

After Each Run

HF, Observer, &
Controller Note Issues

After Run, HF

Summarizes Issues

By End of
Each Day

Consolidate Lists from

all Positions and Runs

(4X3= 12)
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Final Issues
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>*.*«._
•

l,*.-*-»M

»»-.«-._

Refine Issues &

Elements

Following the end of the assessment, further work was completed on the issues list. Notes taken
during the final day were incorporated, and items were consolidated and summarized. The
resulting final list isdiscussed in the Results Section of this report.

3. Data Analysis

The sources of data included the issues lists created during the simulation runs, questionnaires,
videotape recordings, and the finalized issues list developed during the fifth day of the exercise.
They are summarized in the Results Section.

4. Results

This section reviews the conduct of the simulation and includes the final issues list that resulted
from the EDC HF assessment activities. The data collected from the Post-Scenario and HF
Questionnaires are also summarized.
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4.1 Technical Outcomes

The EDC system(as delivered to the Technical Centerby December 8) operated without
interruption throughout the week. The system's stability, given the significant modifications
made to prepare for theassessment, demonstrated an apparent robustness of theunderlying
software.

The Technical Center and STARS Team staff fully integrated the EDC prototype into the
simulation environment. The simulationsupportstaff developed realistic air traffic scenarios of
varying degrees ofcomplexity thatallowed allof thefunctions under evaluation to beexercised.
The STARS Program Office provided allnecessary coordination to expedite the integration of
theprototype EDC system and facilitate theconduct of theassessment activities.

4.2 EDC Human Factors Issues

4.2.1 General Categories

The final EDC HF issueslist was dividedinto ninegeneral categories. For mostcategories, there
are several elements with associated HF items. The categories and elements are:

1. DATA INPUT

1.1 Keyboard

1.2 Trackball

1.3 Cursor Operation

1.4 Homing

2. WORKSPACE ERGONOMICS

3. WINDOWS

4. TARGET ATTRIBUTES

4.1 Target Extent, Beacon Code, and Position Symbol
4.2 History Trails

5. DATA BLOCK ATTRIBUTES

6. DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES

6.1 Color, Size, Brightness, Etc.

6.2 Centering

7. COGNITIVE ISSUES

7.1 Memory/Workload/Errors

7.2 Attention/Situation Awareness

14
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U 8. MENUS

I 9. SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY
!

9.1 Missing Functions

I j 9.2 Unneeded Functions
Li 9.3 System Response/Feedback

9.4 Unsatisfactory Function Operations

II 9.5 Switching Between ESL and EASL

4.2.2 Overview of Issues

^ Highlights of findings for the EDC system HF assessment for each category are discussed in the
following sections. Thedetailed list of issues is found inTable 2. Items thatmay be resolved by

[ making allowances for artifacts of the simulation environment or by considering information the
STARS Team provided are annotated. The sixpreviously identified AT HFissues from Section
1.1.2 are also discussed in the context of the current findings.

There were no specific problems noted regarding thephysical layout of theABC keyboard.
However, a double row of function keys hadbeen added for theEDC prototype. Specific issues

i were raised regarding the new way functions are performed using the EDC keyboard and
trackball. The controllers commentedthat the macro key assignments, layout, groupings, and
labels are not optimal. An example isthe location ofthe Escape key, which is in the center ofthe
bottom row. (SeeVolume II, Section 8 for a copy of the Macro KeyReference Card.)

There are unpredictable and distracting cursor movements. The cursor sometimes jumped out of
jj the active window or to the home position. This effect was observed in several windows and

display locations. For example, the cursor sometimes jumped when it touched the top bar ofthe
I : OPS window. In another example, the cursor automatically moved to the OPS window when
lJ composing aSTARS message using command language in the Preview window. The controllers

noted that they must be aware ofand cautious about the placement ofthe cursor when making
keyboard data entries. For example, when the cursor is in "home box" for EDC data entry, the

J controller cannot make ARTS keyboard entries. There were several other problems with cursor
homing as described in the issues list.

} I
LJ The opaque windows implemented for the EDC system were observed to obscure important

display information about the air traffic situation. This included handoffs, weather, and aircraft
I J calling controllers on the sector frequency. This caused many of the controllers to place
L windows in less preferred positions around the periphery of the situation display, outside of the

accustomed visual scan pattern, to reduce the chance of hiding this information. Longer trackball
I movements were then required to access the windows. There were additional issues regarding

-^ window access and display that are described in the detailed issues list.

u

u
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IDCategory

DataInput

1.1Keyboard

1.2Trackball

1.3CursorOperation

1.4|Homing

errerr

Table2.EDCControllerWorkstationHumanFactorsIssues

Issues

Themacrokeyassignments,layout,groupings,andlabelsarenotintuitive.Anexampleisthe
locationoftheEscapekey.
TheClearkeydoesnotworkforallclearfunctions.Also,theClearfeatureforthePreview
Areawasdifficulttousebecausetwodifferentkeysarerequired.TheClearkeyandEscape
keyforEDCarenotasingleaction.
Theluminanceofkeysisnotuniform;thebrightnessistoohighonlightkeysortoodarkon
dark(e.g.,green)keys.
Thecontrollerneedstousetwohandstochangesizeofwindowormenu(e.g.,ARTSdataentry
PreviewArea).
Thereareunpredictableanddistractingcursormovements.Thecursorwillsometimesjumpout
ofanactivewindowortohomeposition.Thiseffectwasobservedinseveralwindowsand
displaylocations.Forexample,thecursorjumpswhenittouchesthetopbaroftheOPS
window.Inanotherexample,whencomposingaSTARSmessageinthePreviewAreausing
thecommandlanguage,thecursorautomaticallygoestotheOPSwindow.
Thecontrollermustbeawareofandcautiousabouttheplacementofthecursorwhenmaking
keyboarddataentries.Forexample,whenthecursorisinthe"homebox"forEDCdataentry,
thecontrollercannotmakeARTSkeyboardentries(e.g.,initiatingtrackstartwithoutmoving
cursoroutofhomebox).Inanotherexample,whenkeyboarddataentryisinitiatedwiththe
cursorintheOPSwindow,theentryislostandmustberepeated(i.e.,windowfocusmustbe
activelycapturedtomakedataentry).Also,twoattemptswererequiredtochangetherange
becausethecursorwasintheARTSareaandnotinEDC.
Cursorplacementmustbeaccurateoverabutton.Cursorplacementaccuracyisoverly
sensitiveandnofeedbackisprovidedwhenthecursorinontopofabutton.
TomoveanyARTSlistorsystemsarea,theEDCautomaticallymovesthecursortotheupper
rightorlowerleftcorner.Thecontrollerthenhastofinditandmovethecursortothedesired
location.(PossibleARTSfunctionalityprobleminthesimulation.)
Therearetwohomes:ARTShomeandEDChome.
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Category

Workspace
Ergonomics

Windows

rrrrrrrrrr

Issues

TheHomefunctioniscorrelatedwithX,YpositiononscreenandnotslavedtothePreview
Areaorwindowposition.
WhenthecursorislocatedinthePreviewArea,theHomekey(M8)willnotwork(System
designaccordingtoSTARSEDCMacroKeyReferenceCard.)
ThepositionsymboldoesnotdisappearfromthecenterofdisplayasinARTS.
Thecursordoesnotalwaysdefaulttothecenterofthedisplay.
ItaddsanadditionalkeystroketohitHOMEoneveryentry.
Withtwopeopleworking(e.g.,handoffpositionortrainer)itmaybedifficulttooperateone
scope.(Note:Thetestdidnotinvolvetwo-controlleroperations).Thestatuswindow,position
symbols,anddatablocksaredifficulttoreadwhenviewedatananglebyasecondcontroller.
Opaquewindowswereobservedtoobscurehandoffs,weather,andtheabilitytolocatetraffic
callingonthefrequency.
Opaquewindowsforcedthecontrollertoputwindowsinunusuallocations.WiththeARTS
display,statusareascanbemovedsothattheyareinthescanpattern.BecauseEDCwindows
areopaque,theymustbeplacedoutsidethescanpattern(e.g.,inthecorners).Locating
windowsatscreencornerstoavoidcoveringtrafficmeansthecontrollermustmovethecursora
longwaytoaccesswindowsonoppositecomers.
Windowscanbemovedoutsideofsituationdisplayandoffthescreen,whichmayhidedata.
Whenwindowsareresized,usingfontcontrol,theymayappearpartlyoffthescreen.
Itisdifficulttolockontowindowsinordertomovethem.Requiredmultipleattemptstograb
window.Whenwindowsareoverlapped,itisnotpossibletoselecttitlebarunderneath.
Movingthewindowacrossthedisplaymomentarilyerases(approximately.5sec.)allportions
ofthedisplaypreviouslycoveredbythemenu.
Thereisacounter-intuitivedesignbywhichnewlyopenedmenusandnewlyclosediconsare
independentlyrelocatedtotheirrespectiveformerlocation.
Windowiconmaybehiddenbehindopenwindowiftheopenwindowisintheleftcomer.
Ifstatuswindowisiconifiedthenthealertmessagescannotbeseen.
TheTablistissometimesdifficulttoreposition.Asitisrepositionedacrossthescreen,itmay
"drop"intoanunintendedlocation.
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IDCategoryIssues

ThecontrollerattemptedtomovetheOPSwindowtothelowerrightcomer.Thewindow
jumpedtothelowercenterofthedisplay.

4TargetAttributes
4.1TargetExtent,

BeaconCode,and

PositionSymbol

Cannotclearlydistinguishtargetextent,beaconcode,andpositionsymbols.Clutterfromtarget
positionsymbol,targetextentsymbol,andbeaconcodesymbolmakeitdifficulttoidentifywho
hascontrolofthetarget.

IfyouhaveModeCinthedatablock,youmaynotneedtheinformationinthebeaconsymbol.
Thesmallboxwiththecrossisdifficulttosee.TheModeCsymbolonIFRisnotneededbut
forVFRtargetstheyareneededandthereforecannotbeturnedoff.Thebeaconsymbols
increasetheclutteronthedisplay.
Thetargetextentsymbolanddatablockdisplayupdatesarenotsynchronizedcausinga"slinky"
effect.Thetargetextentsymbolmayjumpaheadofthebeaconandpositionindicator.The
effectismorepronouncedonexpandedmaprange.Visuallyannoyingandmayloseseparation
inadvertently.
Thereisnoindicationwhenprimaryradarislost.Thesymbolsforaprimaryandsecondary
targetshouldbereadilyandindependentlydistinguishablesothecontrollercandistinguishthe
typeofreturnforatarget.CannottellthedifferencebetweentheARTSrepresentationof
primaryandthetargetextentsymbol(bothareboxes).
Thetargetextentsymbolrotationaroundtheradarsourceincorrectlyimpliesturning.
Someambiguityandpotentialimpactoncontrollerperformanceexistswithrespecttothe
standardsappliedtoseparation,becauseofthetrapezoidsize,edge,corner,changeinshape,
rotation,etc.,ofthetargetextentsymbol.Excessiveseparationcouldberequiredfor
simultaneousparallelapproachesonparallelrunwaystoavoidthesymbolenteringtheNon-
TransgressionZone.
Notabletoadjustbrightnessoftargetextent,targettype,andpositionsymbolssothatyoucan
seetargetextentandcontrollingsectoratthesametime.Cannotseetargetextentsymbolseton
lowbrightnessatsomeranges(e.g.,at60milerange).

4.2HistoryTrailsHistorytrailsasdepictedareunsatisfactory.Historytrailcolor,size,shape,andintensityaddto
clutter.Historytrailsarelongerforfasteraircraft,anddonotfadecausingmoredisplayclutter.

1TheexistingARTShistorytrailsgivemoreaccurateinformationonrateofturn.
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IDCategoryIssues

Historytrailsdonotdisappearwhentargetlands.

5DataBlockAttributesInESL,itisnotpossibletodeterminetargetaltitudeifitisoutsideofthefilterlimitrange.
Donotneedtotoggleofftoporbottomlineofdatablock.
Doubledatablockdisplayoncertainaircraft;EASLandARTSaredisplayedontopofeach
other.

SquawkCode:Ontheexistingsystem,thereisanimmediatedisplayofsquawkviatarget
bloomingandanindicatorindatablock.OnEDC,thereisonlyawhitesquareintheposition
symbol.Thisishardertodetect.
Onlimiteddatablocks,altitudereadoutappearsontoplinefartherawayfrompositionsymbol
thanonfulldatablock.

Onlimiteddatablocks,thereisnowayofknowingifitisaVFRoranothercontroller'sIFR.
Leaderlinecouldbechangedindividuallybutnotglobally.Couldnotfindthistypeofsetting.
ItisnotclearwhichfeaturesarerequiredtobeinEDCDisplaymenu(current,beacon,primary,
datablock1and2).ThereareseveralselectionsthatmaynotberelevanttoEDC,butareused
inESL.Nevertheless,theyareavailable.
Datablockshiftsfromsidetosideasline2timesharesbetweenaircrafttypeandgroundspeed.

6DisplayAttributes

6.1Color,size,
brightness,etc.

Sixlevelsofweathermaybedisplayed,butitisdifficulttodiscriminatebetweenthem.The
Statusareashowswhatlevelsareenabledfordisplaybutdoesnotshowwhichonesare
available.Inthecurrentsystem,theavailableweatherisindicated.Thereisnosummation
weathermodeinEDC.

Ifgreendatablocktextisoverawhitemapline,thedatablocktextisobscured.
Greeninmenusmeans"available"andwhitemeans"selected."Thisisinconsistentwiththe
populationstereotypeontheuseofthesecolors.
Thebrightnessofbordersonthewindowsistoohighandcannotbecontrolled.
WhentheOPSfunctionsareusedtochangetheOPSwindowbrightnesstothelowestsetting,it
isnolongerpossibletoreadtheitemsinthewindow.
Aircraftinhandoffstatusflashonhighestandlowestsettingonly.Thebrightnessdifferential
seemstobetoomuchandcannotbealtered.
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IDCategoryIssues

Fordisplayeditems,lowbrightaessistoolowandmediumistoohigh(e.g.,rangeofbrightness
ofrangeringsnotsufficient,eithertoobrightortoodim).

6.2CenteringRe-centeringDisplay:Forpointouts,itisnotpossibletoknowwheretheaircraftiscoming
from,soitisnecessarytoresetnewcentereachtime.Thisiskeyboardintensiveandtime
consuming.Re-centeringdoesnotalwaysworkthefirsttime.
IftheuseraccidentallyhitstheOCkey,andifyourscopeisoffset,thenthescopeisre-centered.

7CognitiveIssues

7.1Memory,Workload,
andErrors

Thereisan"overhead"associatedwithrememberingwhatthecursorpositionisandwhat
functionsarecapablefromthevariouswindowsanddisplayareas.Forexample,thecontroller
hadtore-enterpointoutdesignationsbecausehedidnotrememberthatthecursorwasinthe
PreviewAreaafterchangingARTSaltitudefilterlevels.Inanotherexample,ifthecontroller
forgotthatthecursorwasintheEDCwindow,thewrongmenuscouldbeaccessed.
Therearetoomanytwo-charactercodes/abbreviationstorememberinthemenuhierarchy.
Ascomplexityincreases,thedataentryproblemsincrease.

7.2Attention,Situation

Awareness

Whenenteringdata,controllerssometimesinadvertentlymovedtrackballorthecursor
"jumped"causingthemtolosethewindowfocusandentryortomakeadditionalerroneous
entries.

ControllerstendedtofocusagreatdealofvisualattentionintheOPSwindow.Theychanneled
theirattentioninthewindowtotheexclusionoftheradardisplay(e.g.,missedhandoffs).
Wheninitiatinganimpliedfunction(e.g.,changemapnumberusingthekeyboard),the
controllermustwatchthescopeforfeedback,whichincreasestheamountoftimeittakesto
completethetask.

8MenusThemenusystemisverycomplicated,whichleadstohighheads-downtimeduringscanning
thescope.Themenuoptionlistsaretoolongtoquicklyfinddesiredoptions.Toomanysteps
arerequiredtosetup,check,andchangedisplayattributessuchasbrightness,range,andcenter.
Currentstatus(on/off)andvalueofsystemparameters(e.g.,rangerings,brightness,andfont
size)arenotreadilyavailablewithoutthecontrollerhavingtorequestitorsearchthrough
menus.

Insomecases,thecontrollermustpresstheEnterorDonekeytoactivateacommand,butin
othercases,noactionisrequiredtoactivateamenuselectionotherthanchoosingit.
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IDCategory

9.1

SystemFunctionality
MissingFunctions

rr

Issues

Optionsinmenusandquickkeysdonotalwaysuseconsistentlabels(e.g.,HSandHIfor
History).Somemenuselectionsarelabeled"other,"whichisnotdescriptiveoftheircontents.
Controllerwasunabletobackoutofaninitiatedaction(e.g.,inDisplaymenu,hittingthe
Escapekeydidnotundothepreliminarysettings;alsooccurredduringmapselection).There
wasnocapabilitytoresettotheoriginalsettings.Menunavigationisnotreversible;cannot
backoutorbackup.Ifanerrorismade,itisnecessarytostartoveratthebeginning.The
Beaconmenuisdestructiveiftheuserneedstobackup.
Somelinkedmenuselectionsaremutuallyexclusive.Systemdidnotautomaticallydeselect
incompatibleselectionsasnewonesareselected.Forexample,whenthecontrollerdeselected
Weather-All,hehadtodeselectotherweatherlevels.
Difficultyindeselectingbrightness,weather,andrangefunctions.
Continuouscontroloversomeattributes(e.g.,brightness,centering,andrange)isnotavailable.
EDCrequirescontrollertocheckforandmaintainconsistencybetweenEASLandARTS
parametersettings.Thischeckrequiressearchingthroughmultiplemenus.Forexample,three
setsoffilterlimitsneedtobecheckedatstart(ESL,EASL,andARTS).
Sometimesamenuisautomaticallydisplayedwhenusingkeyactionscausingthescopetobe
obscured.

InESL,atargetoutsidefilterlimitscannotbedisplayedforquicklook.(Couldbeanartifactof
theARTSbuild.)
CannotcontrolpositionofARTSdatatagsthatarenotundersectorcontroloroutsidefilter
limits.__^_
Cannotestablishacontroller'spreferreddisplaycharacteristics(preferenceset)towhichthe
systemwillrespondtoeliminateresettingofindividualpreferencesfordisplayparameters.
Therearenoprocedurestochecktheaccuracyofthesystemattimeofsign-onorafterrelief.
Thereisnowaytoverifyradaralignmentandnowaytodisplayinformationonradar
alignment.
ConflictalertandModeCintruderalertdidnotappearintheConflict/MinimumSafeAltitude
Warninglist.
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ID

9.2

9.4

Category

UnneededFunctions

9.3SystemResponse,
Feedback,andStatus

Unsatisfactory
FunctionOperations

rr:rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

Issues

DisplayofX,Ycoordinatesinthecenterofthescreenwhilemovingwindowsobscurestraffic
andhasnoutility.
InESL,itispossibletotogglefilterlimitscompletelyoff,whichisinappropriate.ESLfilter
limitsappeartobedisabledsothatallaircraftarevisible.
Thereisanoticeabledelaybetweensendingacommandanditsexecution(e.g.,handoff
continuestoflashafteraccept1-4seconds,quicklookdatablocks),especiallywhenthe
processorisbusy.
ThereisnofeedbackoncontrollerkeystrokesinthePreviewAreaforOPSwindowentries
whentheOPSwindowisiconified.
Thereisnofeedbackonchangeinsettingsinthedisplayonsomeitems(e.g.,Displaymenu
brightnessleveldidnotchangefromgreentowhitewhenoptionswereselectedbutsituation
displaydidchangetotheselectedlevel).
ItispossibletoentercommandsinARTSorEDCmode.Itisnecessarytolookatthedisplay
tofindoutwhichmodeitisin,whichistimeconsuming.EDCandARTScommandshave
somecommonalitythatcanresultinunintendedactions.Forexample,whencontrollersentered
anARTSQuickLookcommandwhilethecursorwasintheEDCOPSwindow,EDC
understoodthecommandtochangeleaderlength.Therewasnofeedbacktomakethe
controlleraware.

ThereisnoimmediatefeedbackfromtheradartargetwhenaVFRbeaconcodechanged.
InESL,thereisnomessagetoindicatethatARTShasreturnedtoservice.
Itisnotpossibletolocalizethesourceoftheworkstationaudiblealarmtoanindividual
position.Thereisaspeakerontheworkstationkeyboard,butbecauseofasoftwarebug,the
alarmcameoutonthemaincomputer.
Thereisnopreviewfeedbacktotheoperatoraboutthecurrentanddesiredlevelofbrightness.
Theresultsoftheselectionarenotprovideduntilitchangesthebrightnesslevel.Feedback
frombrightnessisnotimmediatetohelpmakechoicequickly.
Whenanaircrafttrackwassuspended,thetagwenttotheCoast/Suspendlistbutthenauto-
acquiredwithinseconds.ItshouldhavestayedintheCoast/Suspendlistuntildroppedor
manuallytrack-started.(ThismaybeanartifactoftheARTSbuild.)
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IDCategoryIssues

Sectorcombineworked/sectorde-combinedidnotwork.(Thismaybeanartifactofthe
simulationenvironment.)
Valuesintherangemenudidnotalwayswork.Sometimesoptionsdidturnwhiteonrighthand
side,butotherselectionsdidnottakeeffectonsituationdisplay.
GlobaloffsetofdatatagsviaARTSmultifunctionentrydidnotalwayswork.
Controllersexperiencedseveralunsuccessfulattemptstoaccepthandoffs.
Controllerscouldnotdesignaterunwaytypeinseveralattempts.
Threeattemptswererequiredtocentermapsafterrunwaychange.
MarkandHookfunctionsaredifficulttouse.Markhasmultipleuses(e.g.,offsettingofmap,
settingofrangeringcenter).Theoperationoftheusesisinconsistent.
SomeparametersmustbesetunderbothEDCandARTS.Anexampleischangingaltitude
filters.IfanaltitudefilterissetunderEDC,theunassociatedtargetsdonotgetsuppressed
unlessthealtitudefilterisalsosetunderARTS.Separateassociatedandnon-associated
altitudefilterlimitsaremissinginESL.
Thecontrollerusedthreemethods(MultifunctionY,B727;MultifunctionY,OK,B727;and
AB727)tochangeYareaindatablock,butnoneofthemworked.Thesystemreturnedaformat
error.(MaybeafunctionofARTSbuildandmaybetrueonlyontheinitialdepartureposition).
Afterbeinghandedofftocenter,cannotchangedatablockcallsign,Y,andHareas.
Theauditoryalarmdidnotresetwhentheconditioncausingitwaseliminated.

9.5Switchingbetween
ESLandEASL

ThereisonlyonekeystrokeneededtoswitchbetweenESLandEASL.Itiseasytochange
inadvertently.Conversely,ifthecursorisinadvertentlyintheARTSwindowinEASL,thenthe
controllercannotselecttheESLmode.

Displaysettings(e.g.,weather,range,brightness,rangerings)changedwhenswitchingfrom
EASLtoESLandfromESLtoEASL.Thelossofsettingsisespeciallyimportantwhen
switchingtoemergencyservicelevel.Controllerawarenessofsystemstatusisaffected(i.e.,
controllernoticingandrespondingwhenthesystemswitches).
ControllercouldnotreturntoEASLwithoutcompletingtheactionofsettingaltitudefilter
limits(blankinfilterlimitsmenuarea)forESL.
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Several problems were reported regarding the target extent, beacon code, and position symbols.
The current ASR-9 configuration is composed of the ASR-9 primary radar and a secondary
antenna running simultaneouslyon a single platform. The primary radar return is sometimes
referred to as the "skin paint," a direct reflectionof the radar signal from the aircraft. The
secondary return comes from the transponderon the aircraft. These data are received from the
radar in digital form and are split intodigital information thatgoes to the ARTS computerand
reconstitutedanalog information that goesdirectly into the analog input on the ARTS display.

On thedisplay, theinformation coming from theanalog port isdisplayed as a radar primary
"blip" and a larger secondary radar "slash." The secondary orbeacon video canbe in oneof six
different sizes, depending upon the range of the aircraft from theradar. Theprimary and
secondary symbols are displayed directly adjacent toeach other but are not overlaid (as in Figure
2). This is sometimes referred toas the "top hat" due to the stacked primary blip and secondary
slash presentation.

Data Block

Position Symbol

AAL102

110 250
Secondary or Beacon

Primary

Figure 2. ARTS target.

The digital information on the display that comes from the ARTS includes the data block, leader
line, and track position symbol. If the data block is owned by the controller at aparticular
display, then that controller's position symbol is overlaid on the analog top hat information, and
the data block information is connected to the position symbol by the leader line. If the aircraft is
not owned by the controller at aparticular display, asquare, asterisk, triangle, or plus sign is
overlaid on the top hat.

In the EDC system, atarget extent symbol represents aircraft position uncertainty. It is in the
form of atrapezoid that changes size continuously as afunction of range from the radar source.
The beacon symbol is asmall box that may contain horizontal and vertical lines showing
additional Mode Cinformation. The primary is represented by an "X." The data block, leader
line, and track position symbol are displayed in asimilar manner to the ARTS (see Figure 3for
details).
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Data Block

Position Symbol

Primary-

AAL102

110 250

Secondary or Beacon

Target Extent

Figure 3. Early Display Capability target.

During the assessment, controllers reported thatthey could not clearly distinguish theEDC target
extent, beaconcode, and position symbols. STARS Team staff provided adviceon display setup
to try to rectify this problem on thefourth dayof theevaluation. (SeeVolume II, Section 2 for
the information the STARS Team provided.) However, difficulty seeing the position symbol
persisted. This included the following issues:

• The clutter from the superimposed symbols made it difficult to determine which controller
had responsibility for an aircraft. This is a critical piece of information required by
TRACON controllers.

• The small beacon symbol, with its coding, was also difficult to see.

• The target extent and data block display updates are not synchronized, causing a "slinky"
effect. The target extent symbol may jump ahead of the beacon and position indicators. The
controllers noted that this was visually annoying and suggested that, in somecases, it may
causefalse conflict alerts. The target extent symbol can represent either the primary or
beacon target. As a result, there is no clear indication that the primary has failed.

• The method chosen to represent the target extent symbol may make itappear that it is turning
as the aircraft moves across the display.

• Some ambiguity and potential impact on controller performance may exist with respect to the
standards applied to separation, including those related to the trapezoid size, edge, corner,
change in shape, or rotation of the target extent symbol. Controllers noted that excessive
separation could be required for simultaneous parallel approaches on parallel runways to
avoid the symbol entering the Non-Transgression Zone.
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• There were alsocomments that the history trail color, size, shape, and intensity add to display
clutter. Theexisting ARTS history trails may give more salient information on aircraft rate
of turn.

Some data block characteristicsdrew comments. In the ESL mode, it was not possible for the
controller to access altitude informationon aircraft that were outside the altitude filter settings.
Multiple options for display ofdata block information do appear to be necessary and resulted in
the display ofdouble data blocks when enabled. The indication ofasquawk code was difficult to
distinguish. There are also several attributes ofthe display that need attention, including weather
symbology and the color, brightness, and flashing ofsome screen items.

Many controllers commented that the EDC menu system is complicated and confusing, which
could lead toexcessive heads-down time. The menu option lists are too long toquickly find
desired options. Too many steps are required to set up, check, and change display attributes such

| as brightness, range, and center. Current status and value of system parameters (e.g., range rings,
brightness, and font size) are not readily available without the controller having to request it or
navigate through menus. The EDC quick key assignments are difficult to learn and confusable

M (e.g., "HI" and "HS" mean "History" in different sub-menus). (See Volume II, Section 9for a
copy of the Quick Key Reference Card.) The EDC system also requires the controller to check

I j for and maintain consistency between EASL and ARTS parameter settings (e.g., altitude filter
L limits). This requires searching through multiple menus.

Issues regarding system functionality included several specific items. Addressing these issues
would improve the usability of the system. For example, it is possible to enter commands in
ARTS or EDC mode. It is necessary to look at the display to find out the mode itis in, which is
time consuming. EDC and ARTS commands have some commonality that can result in
unintended actions. When controllers entered an ARTS Quick Look command while the cursor
was in the EDC OPS window, EDC understood the command to change leader length. There

Ji was no feedback to alert the controller that the wrong action had been taken. Also, the "Mark"
L and "Hook" functions are difficult to use. Mark has multiple uses (e.g., offsetting of map and

setting of range ring center). The operation of the uses is inconsistent.

L The last main issue was "Switching between ESL and EASL." Presently, there is only one
keystroke needed to switch between ESL and EASL. It is easy to change inadvertently.

j J Conversely, if the cursor is in the ARTS window in EASL, then the controller cannot select the
Li ESL mode. Display settings (e.g., weather, range, brightness, and range rings) change when

switching from EASL to ESL and from ESL to EASL. The loss of settings is especially
I j important when switching to ESL.

4 3 Previously Identified STARS Human Factors Issues
! I

U This section addresses the previously identified AT HF issues (from Section 1.1.2) in terms of
the findings of the current analysis.

u
I

L
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a. ABC vs. QWERTY Keyboards: An ABC keyboardsimilar to the one used in the existing
> ARTS was the only keyboard assessed in this study. The controllers did not mention any
L issues about the main keyboard layout or operability with the EDC system. They did,

however, suggest several issues associated with the additional function keys located
j j above the main keyboard. These were related to the function key layout, logic, and
Li readability.

b. Keyboard/Trackball Layout: The EDC had an ARTS-type keyboard and trackball
recessed in the workstation surface. The original issuescentered on a modular keyboard
and trackball thatoccupied considerable workspace area. Controllers reported they had
limited writing workspace with thenon-recessed QWERTY keyboard. Controllers did

I not report any issues with writing space using the recessed ABC keyboard and trackball.
They did report several concerns on trackball slew rate and sensitivity of the cursor when
selecting/picking menu options.

J c. Opaque Windows: The controllers reported several issues associated with the opaque
windows inthat they could not see aircraft tracks orweather areas that were located
behind these windows.

d. Aircraft Target Extent and Position Symbols: The controllers reported that the target
symbology was confusing and very difficult ifnot impossible to read.

-! e. History Trail: Controllers reported several problems associated with the history trail
relating to its brightness, shape, update rate, and display clutter.

! f. Display/Control Design: The controllers noted many display inconsistencies, an increase
in heads down time, concern about situational awareness, andgreaterworkload associated

i with the EDC hierarchical menu structure.
J

4.4 Ouestionnaire Data

| After each run on the fourth day of the evaluation, each controller who worked traffic completed
the Post-Scenario Questionnaire. This questionnaire consisted ofsix 7-point Likert-type scales
addressing issues such as controller workload and simulation realism.

Controllers rated how well the EDC system supported their ATC activities during the run. The
average rating for this item was 1.8 (SD =0.6), indicating that they believed the EDC system

j supported their ATC activities poorly. Controllers rated their average workload during the run as
4.0 (SD = 1.9), indicating moderate workload. Controllers compared the complexity ofthe
traffic scenario to the average complexity at their home facility. The average rating for this item

I j was 2.9 (SD = 1.7), suggesting that the scenarios in the evaluation were less complex than the
""* traffic in their home facilities. Controllers also rated the extent to which technical problems or
j limitations of the simulator interfered with their ability to control traffic. The average rating for

J this item was 3.9 (SD - 2.2), indicating that technical problems and simulator limitations had a
moderate impact on controllers' ability. (Respondents may have understood this question to refer

j j to the EDC system as well as the simulator.) Controllers rated the extent to which problems with
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J the SIMOPs interfered with their normal ATC activities. The average rating for this item was 2.6
(SD= 2.2), suggesting that problemswith SIMOPshad little impact. Controllerscompared the
realism of the traffic scenario with actual ATC. The average rating on this item was 5.0 (SD =

— 1.2), reflecting moderate realism.

At the end of the fourth day of the evaluation, all controllers and HF specialists completed the
-1 ControllerQuestionnaire. Thisquestionnaire consisted of 40 True-False or Yes-No items that

addressed issuessuch as the quality of visual displays, cognitive workload, dataentry procedures,
j j and data entry and control devices. Volume II, Section 10 lists the number of controllers who
<-» responded True (or Yes), False (or No), orNo Opportunity (N/O) for each item. Most controllers

gave negative responses tonearly every item. HF specialists gave a larger proportion ofpositive
I I responses than controllers but still responded negatively to the majority ofthe items, indicating a
^ dissatisfaction with the features in question. Volume II, Section 11 lists this information for the

HF Specialists.

•-' HF specialists also completed the Human Factors Specialist Questionnaire. This questionnaire
consisted of 44 True-Falseor Yes-Noitems, addressing issues such as the quality of visual

J| displays, data entry procedures, and data entry and control devices. Volume n, Section 12 lists
the number of HF specialists who responded True (or Yes), False (or No), orN/O for each item.
As on the Controller Questionnaire, HF specialists usually gave mixed responses butgenerally

j answered in anegative direction, indicating that aspects of the system did not adequately support
the controllers' tasks. HF specialists also responded N/O for many items onthis questionnaire,

I . suggesting that more research is needed to address the identified HF issues.
u ., ..The HF Team Leadwasasked by controller representatives to notadminister the training
I . questionnaire. However, the NATCA National STARS representative offered the following
jj statement:

, , Given thecaliber andexperience level of the air traffic controllers that
J participated in the "Preliminary EDC Human Factors Analysis," the

training provided by the FAA, WJHTC, and Raytheon personnel was quite
adequate to:

1. The quality of training provided,

J 2. The ATC knowledge, skills, and abilities of the controller participants,
and

U

u

3. The streamlined (reduced) operational procedures utilized.

Issues and concerns identifiedduring this assessment can only be
attributed toproblems encountered with equipment and software design,
and not with inadequate training or participant preparation (personal
communication, December 17, 1997).
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations

This EDC Initial Diagnostic Usability Assessment revealed several HF issues and concerns that
should be systematically addressed before the system is fielded. (It should be noted thatto
complete the initial assessment ofEDC, a review ofthe system from the perspective ofTower
operations is required).

The HF specialists who participated in the evaluation agreed that a timely and structured research
and engineering process should be established to mitigate the operational and programmatic risks
identified in this report. Steps have already been taken to identify the resources needed for such
efforts. This section presents an overview ofthe HF Team's recommendations to establish this
process and address these concerns.

The STARS Program Office and STARS Team had been involved in making EDC
improvements to address concerns identified by controllers prior to this evaluation. By working
on these issues concurrently and independently ofthe engineering baseline using a prototype
system, the program continued with formal engineering testing while CHI and other HF issues
were being addressed. Using this model as an analogue, the HF Team developed the following
engineering process recommendations to address current EDC and future ISC HF concerns, as
described in Figure 4.

Dec97 Jan 98 Feb 98 Apr98 May98 Sep 98 Oo 98 Nov 98 Dec 98 Feb 99 Mar 99

EDC

Engineering
Baseline *

EDC Prototype

ISC

Engineering
Baseline *

• IDUA • IRP DV T&P

5C7

ISC

Prototype

* Includes AT & AF System Components.

Note: All Dates are Draft Pending Review.

IDUA s Initial Diagnostic Usability Assessment

IRP = IterativeRapid Prototyping

OT&E

BL

IDUA

K

IRP • DV

DV = DesignValidation

T & P=Training andProcedures Evaluation

BL = Performance Assessment Baseline

IOC = Initial Operating Capability

IQCat
Washington

National

T&P " BL

IOC atBoston

Nl
OT&E rt

Figure4. Proposed schedule of human factors activities to facilitate STARS EDC and ISC
deployment.

5.1 Near-Term Recommendations

The results of the EDC Initial Diagnostic Usability Assessment have been catalogued in this
report. It is recommended that the results of the usability assessment be used to guide research
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and engineering activities through the remainder of the program. As Figure4 indicates, this is an
iterativeprocessof prototyping and design validation that is in parallel withother program
activities. Our design philosophy for the developmentand refinementof the EDC interface is
human centered. The system designer is part of a team of developers and air traffic controllers
who work to optimizesystem performance by keeping the controller involved throughout the
design evolution.

It is recommended that coordinated efforts be established to include NATCA, STARS Program
j Office, STARS Team, and AT and HF representatives to develop solutions for design

-! deficiencies identified during the EDC prototype evaluation. These efforts should include
controllers to identify design alternatives, develop emulation prototypes (using advanced

j j interface design tools), and evaluate these prototypes in operational studies. The Research
^ Development and Human Factors Laboratory (RDHFL) at the Technical Center is currently being

outfitted with two STARSconsoles to facilitate the conductof these evaluations. The STARS
( Team is also preparing for rapid prototyping activities.

Rapid prototyping tools have matured sufficiently to provide robust CHI prototypes that can be
used toexplore concepts, refine design alternatives, and provide a stable platform toconduct
limited-scale operational evaluations. The RDHFL is currently developing an emulation version
of the STARS EDC interface that will be routed to STARS consoles and used in the evaluation.

M Engineers are also linking the Micro-TGF to provide aircraft targets to the prototype EDC
interface. This capability will enable the team to rapidly develop and assess design solutions ina
medium-to-high fidelity operational setting.

It is recommended that several independent teams beestablished to address thegeneral issue
areas discussed in theResults Section of this report including data input, workspace ergonomics,
windows, target attributes, data block attributes, display attributes, cognitive issues, menu
structures, and system functionality. These teams should work with training and procedures
personnel to integrate design changes and create acohesive and usable EDC system interface.
User groups can be brought in to operationally evaluate the prototyped systems. When
appropriate, operational run-offs should be conducted between design alternatives, incorporating
quantitative and qualitative data collection to objectively determine which alternatives should be
implemented.

As the interface design matures, it is recommended that the STARS Program Office work with
representatives from the STARS Team to schedule technology/HF injections into the engineering
baseline of the EDC system. Ideally, the STARS Program Office and the STARS Team
engineers should participate in the design and evaluation ofthe EDC rapid prototypes. Their
consultation on engineering feasibility, given system architecture, is essential to the success of
this approach.

Once the system interface design changes have been implemented and tested from an engineering
perspective, an operational controller performance-oriented evaluation should be conducted.
Most likely, given the aggressive schedule ofthe program, this will take place during system
Operational Test and Evaluation. This baseline will include measures of controller performance,
workload, system usability, safety, and capacity. The methodology ofthis effort should include
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multiple replications of high fidelity, medium scalesimulations with high volume traffic
scenarios, and a good cross section of TRACON controllers. The results of this effort can be
comparedto the existing ARTS baseline and may also be usedfor comparison to futureSTARS
builds (e.g., ISC). Thesedatacouldserve as a human performance benchmark of the system and
should also provide valuable objective validation of improvements made as a resultof the
prototyping effort.

5.2 Mid-Term Recommendations

As Figure 4 indicates, it is recommended that an ISC prototype beprovided tothe Technical
Center inSpring 1998. This system can then besubjected to a similar process to the EDC effort
discussed in this report. Inaddition, any lessons learned from the current activity that may
improve the process should be integrated into the HF work used to facilitate the deployment of
ISC. Additional studies couldbe conducted to examine operational and HF issuesassociated
with ISC. For example:

a. ABC vs. QWERTY keyboards: What are the operational and training implications of
each? Howwell will either supportfuture operations concepts?

b. Workloadand Situational Awareness Issues: Studiesshould be conducted to examine the
impact ofdesign changes (most notably, windows and menu-driven display attributes) on
controller performance, workload, andsituational awareness.

Otherresearch studies will beconducted as identified by the issues thatemergefrom the initial
diagnostic usability assessment conducted on ISC. The HF Team also recommends that the
program office establish an HF issue tracking system to monitor progress, prioritize efforts, and
manage change to the engineering baseline.
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organizational psychology with a minor in human factors engineering and a master's degree in
experimental psychology. Dr. McAnulty has published over 60 professional articles and reports
and is a licensed private pilot.

Karol Kerns, STARS Human Factors Specialist, is a lead scientist with theMITRE Corporation,
McLean, VA, in the FAA-sponsored Center for Advanced Aviation System Development
(CAASD). She received her B.A. degree cum laude in psychology from LaSalle University in
1974 and her M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in experimental psychology from Saint Louis University in
1976 and 1980. Since joining MITRE in 1983, she has been responsible for the application of
the human factors principles and methods to the development ofFAA advanced automation
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projects including air traffic control decision support systems and aeronautical data link
applications for the en route, terminal, and tower environments. Her principal duties included
developing operational concepts detailing the human-computer function allocation, prototyping
the human-computer interface portion of the system, designing and conducting human-in-the
loop operational simulations, and participating in government-industry standards committees. In
1991, she became a coordinator of the Human Factors Engineering Specialty Group, which
provides human factors engineering servicesto a wide range of aviation system researchand
development projects throughout CAASD. Dr. Kernscurrently chairs an SAE subcommitteeon
Flight Deck Information Management, which is developing human factors guidelines and
requirements for data link systems.

Kim M. Cardosi, STARS Human Factors Specialist, received her Ph.D. in experimental
psychology from Brown University in 1985 and her private pilot certificate in 1990. Forthepast
10years, she hasbeen a human factors specialist at theJohn A.Volpe National Transportation
Systems Center, partof theUS Department ofTransportation Research andSpecial Programs
Administration. She has conducted extensive research in controller-pilot voice communication
and was the Volpe Center human factors lead in evaluating theConflict Resolution Advisory (a
decision support tool designed foren route controllers). Dr. Cardosi isco-editor of Human
Factors in the Design andEvaluation ofAirTraffic Control Systems. She currently conducts
research on the use of color in air trafficcontrol displays and is the VolpeCenter human factors
leadon the Advanced AirTransportation Technology program with theNASA Ames Research
Center.
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AF

ARTCC

ARTS

AT

ATC

ATM

BOS

CAASD

CAMI

CBI

CDR

CTAS

EASL

EDC

ESL

FAA

FSC

FSL

HF

HSI

IFR

ISC

MANPRINT

MCW

NATCA

N/O

SATORI

SIMOP

STARS

TFM

TGF

TRACON

VFR

Acronyms

Airway Facilities
Air Route Traffic Control Center

Automated Radar Terminal Systems
Air Traffic

Air Traffic Control

Air Traffic Management
Boston Logan InternationalAirport
Center for Advanced Aviation System
Civil Aeromedical Institute

Computer-Based Instruction
Continuous Data Recording
Center-TRACON Automation System
Existing Automation Service Level
Early Display Capability
Emergency Service Level
Federal Aviation Administration

Final System Capability
Full Service Level

Human Factors

Human-System Integration
Instrument Flight Rules
Initial System Capability
Manpower and Personnel Integration
Monitor and Control Workstation
National Air Traffic Control Association

No Opportunity
Systematic AirTraffic Operations Research Initiative
Simulation Operation Pilot
Standard Terminal Automation Replacement System
Traffic Flow Management
Target Generation Facility
Terminal Radar Approach Control
Visual Flight Rules
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1. Introduction

I ! Under the StandardTerminal Automation Replacement System (STARS) program, the
^ purchase of the commercially available air traffic control system will include systematic

upgrades through STARS transition states (Early Display Capability, Initial System Capability
I I [ISC], and Final System Capability [FSC]). These upgrades include incorporating pre-

planned product improvements (P Is) that enhance the system to meet the long-term STARS
functionality. Program requirements and engineering best practices stipulate that in addition

i| to the full assessment of human factors (HF) considerations in early versions, STARS must
also undergo comprehensive and systematic incorporation ofhuman factors. This should be
performed during the design, development, testing, and implementation ofthe transition states

! and enhancements of the acquisition. Because the full definition of the transition states and
""* enhancements has not yet been determined, this chapter provides only an outline of the
i j required research, application areas, and activities necessary to ensure the STARS transition
LJ states and enhancements achieve human-system interfaces that meet program productivity and

safety requirements.

M However, if an integrated human factors program for far-term STARS enhancements is to be
L"' achieved, it is essential to begin that work now. Each of the enhancements must be analyzed
i I to understand the status of any previous human factors work, including the requirements and
U goals that underlie existing designs, especially those that identify any unresolved issues.

Moreover, an early look across the planned enhancement packages such as Center Terminal
Approach Control (TRACON) Automation System (CTAS)/Final Approach Spacing Tool
(FAST) and data link will allow human factors specialists to anticipate display and procedural
integration issues and plan appropriate studies. This early participation is acritical element of
the integrated HFprocess recommended by the STARS HF team.

2. Background

In accordance with the Terminal Enhancement Integration Program (TEIP), STARS will be
installed in two phases: ISC and FSC. The first Operational Readiness Demonstration (ORD)
for STARS ISC is scheduled for 1998, and the first STARS FSC ORD is scheduled for 1999.
Under this acquisition strategy, successfully developed P3I systems will be capable of
interfacing with STARS through the Applications Interface Gateway (AIG). This
functionality will be facilitated through group software releases called Enhanced System
Capability (ESC) Packages. The first ESC Package (ESC-1) isplanned for ORD in the year
2000, and the second ESC Package (ESC-2) is planned for 2001.

Additional packages will follow each year thereafter. Because these terminal enhancements
are to be implemented in several independent packages, each package will be acquired using
the Acquisition Management System (AMS) and must accommodate the requirements for an
integrated human factors program. As proposed by theTEIP, a terminal architecture will be
defined with the goal of integrating functional enhancements by linking common functional
elements between programsand, thereby, realizing synergistic operational benefits between
programs. The integration of human factors research andapplication will be a major
component of this plan.
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3. STARS Transition States and Enhancements

As the program iscurrently structured, the STARS ISC baseline includes the AIG and the
Enhanced Traffic Management System (ETMS). The AIG provides the capability for P3!
products to interface with the STARS system. The STARS FSC baseline will support the
Final Monitor Aid, Converging Runway Display Aid, and the Controller Automated Spacing
Aid, which are considered P3I programs. FSC enhancement candidates planned for the
program are categorized as major, minor, and proposed.

3.1 Major Enhancement Candidates

Major enhancements are those upgrades with established terminal interface requirements,
those with firm Automated Radar Terminal System (ARTS) requirements andthose that,
when implemented, will have asubstantial impact upon the ARTS or STARS platforms (i.e.,
requires significant amounts ofinboard software). They include

a. CTAS/FAST,

b. All Purpose Structured Eurocontrol Radar Information Exchange,

c. Automated Barometric Pressure Entry,

d. Terminal Data Link, and

e. Selective Interrogation.

3.2 Minor Enhancement Candidates

Minor enhancements are those planned upgrades that also have established terminal interface
requirements. This category lists enhancements that have delineated Air Traffic Services
requirements for implementation and have a relatively minor impact upon the ARTS or
STARS platforms (e.g., programs that interface with ARTS/STARS only to receive data).
Currently, identified programs include

a. Airport Movement AreaSafetySystem,

b. Precision Runway Monitor, and

c. Surface Movement Advisor.

3.3 Proposed Enhancement Candidates

Proposed enhancements are those upgrades without established terminal specifications. This
category identifies enhancements that are included in the Mission Need Statement (MNS) and
Operational Requirements Document for STARS but require further research and
development. These projects are in various stages of maturity and concept development.

• Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance Resolution Advisory Display

• Surveillance System Processing Enhancements

• Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast Data Integration
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Multisensor Fusion Tracker

Conflict Alert/Mode-C Intruder Performance Enhancements

FlightData Input/Output Integration intoSTARS

Flight Data Processing Upgrade

STARS/STARS Interface

Free Form Text

Terminal Controller Position-Defined Airspace

Weather Enhancements

Enhanced Traffic Management System (ETMS Upgrade)

Incorporate ASR-9 Remote Control into STARS

4. Human Factors Research andApplication Areas andActivities

To achieve the objective system performance levels, it is necessary to conduct abroad range
ofhuman factors research and application activities. These activities will be in support ofthe
STARS transition and P3I functions and operations during their development and integration.
Furthermore, these activities will acquire and apply the information necessary tounderstand
the human capabilities and limitations related to the STARS transition states and P3Is.

I j Through the coordinated conduct of this set of activities, human factors will be applied to
L identify and resolve risks and tradeoffs related to such issues as

a. computer-human interface;

u b. controls, displays, and alerts;

c. operational procedures and practices;

U d. transitioning incremental prototypes and revisions;
e. systemcomponent integration;

f. workforce productivity, workload, usability, and task performance;

g. training for new automation operation and maintenance;

h. equipment, workspace, and workplace design;

i. manpower and staffing;

j. unique skills, abilities, characteristics, and tools;

k. communications and teamwork;

1. job andorganizational design; and

m. safety, health, andenvironmental considerations.

Within each of these research andapplication areas reside several important issues that
deserve significant consideration. Volume II, Section 13 provides a sampling ofsome ofthe
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salient issues associated with these transition states and enhancements that need to be

addressed.

Through an appropriate set of activities devised to support the identification and resolution of
human performanceissues, human factors willbe systematically integratedin the planning,
design, development, acquisition, evaluation, deployment, and sustainmentof STARS
transitioning, upgrades, and enhancements. A description of the set of essential human factors
research and application activities follows.

4.1 Human Performance Metrics and Baselines

As the STARS P3I capabilities are acquired to replace oraugment those currently deployed,
human performance metrics and baselines are required. These metrics and baselines will
quantify current and future operational efficiency and effectiveness, facilitate market survey
analysis, assess progress during system development and implementation, and support system
performance tests and evaluation. The products of this activity include

a. baseline assessments and periodic measurements of STARS P3! upgrades using
human-system performance metrics;

b. consistent metrics to assess and compare STARS P3I human and human-system
performance (e.g., standardized STARS metrics and measurement techniques for
assessing operator/maintainer workload, staffing and training for vendor solutions
during market surveys);

Lj c. methods and capabilities to benchmark P3! human-system performance, usability, and
suitability (e.g., development and application of techniques, tools, facilities, and

j [ procedures for determining and mitigating potentially high levels ofindividual and
U team communication requirements in the terminal area);

d. ways to show the link between varying levels of human performance to operational
systemcapabilities (e.g., the measures of workload related to the transition state and

*" maturity of a STARS technology andcomputer-human interface [CHI]); and

I e. development of a comprehensive set of scenarios, system/subsystem configurations,
L environmental measures, and simulation concepts for conducting baseline and

subsequent assessments (e.g., operational scenarios for terminal operations to conduct
evaluation ofprocedural STARS P3I changes).

4.2 Congruent Computer-Human Interface Prototypes

CHI prototyping is required to reduce the riskof highersoftwareand hardwarecosts resulting
from changes and modifications subsequent to initial designs, especially those attributable to
the human-system integration (HSI) and CHI requirements. As STARS P3I capabilities are
acquired that employ Commercial-Off-the-Shelf (COTS) software, Non-Developmental Items
(NDI) equipment, and vendor CHI solutions, a well-planned HSI program will enhance the
development of common interfaces, consistent CHI, and compatible functions and procedures.
The products of this activity include
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a. concepts and prototypes for compatible P3! (e.g., compatible CHI STARS related
upgrades);

b. common CHI designs for systems/subsystems migrating to STARS (e.g., common
function and form interfaces for subsystems transitioning into the STARS transition
states);

c. tools, techniques, resources, and capabilities to rapidly prototype new CHI designs,
assess vendor CHI solutions, and evaluate the impact of varying CHI alternatives (e.g.,
assess thestrengths and weaknesses of new CHIdesigns and specifications forSTARS
transition states and P3! applications);

d. technical standards and specifications for STARS future CHIdesigns (e.g., common
core functions, display characteristics, and operational procedures for STARS tower
and TRACON applications); and

e. STARS CHI configuration management capabilities to compare CHI compatibility
between system/subsystem components and todesign new subsystem CHIs.

4.3 Human-in-the-Loop Simulations

Human-in-the-loop simulations ofSTARS V^l systems/subsystems allow human performance
i , characteristics to be systematically analyzed and evaluated. Areas oftask loading, task
[J sequencing, information processing, and crew coordination need to be examined to identify

and resolve potential risks and opportunities. In addition, this examination will beused to
gain an early indication that the level ofhuman performance associated with asystem,
subsystems, ortransition states will be adequate to support required STARS P I performance
requirements. The primary products of this activity include

a. simulation results/findings thatverify critical tasks, validate task analyses, refine
procedure designs, assess training regimen designs, and identify implied operation and

I | maintenance diagnostic and problem solving activities;
'-' b. comprehensive and consistent assessments and measurement of human performance

within systems and across the integration of systems; and

J c. realistic mission scenarios (developed for the various upgrades and enhancements with
sufficient fidelity to ensure objective, quantifiable measures) that will allow repeated

; examination of human performance in a realistic future STARS environment.
i
i

4.4 Task Analysis and Workload Measurement

J i Measures oftime and accuracy (e.g., error rate) provide valuable insights into human-system
performance, supplementing subjective rating scales that offer insights into user attitudes and
feelings but which do notalways correlate with objective measures of performance. The high
levels ofautomation to be incorporated in the STARS P3I must be examined for their impact
on the tasks of the operators and maintainers, especially for cognitive-type tasks (interpreting
displays, analyzing information, considering alternative actions, andassessing faults and
failures). The primary products of this activity include
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U a. analyses and measurements that describe human-system performance at the required
component level of the system/subsystem;

b. validated tools and techniques, both objective and subjective, to provide measures of
the cognitive tasks and workload placed upon future STARS operators and
maintainers; and

y

Without advanced integration planning and analysis, workstation designand implementation
I become reactive to the continual flow of new transition requirements, displays, and control
L devices. To ensure the required level of performance for the STARS P3! capabilities,

workstation integration activities (i.e., planning, analysis, and implementation) must be
I | systematically conducted. The primary products of this activity include
Li

a. descriptions anddesigns of complex workstation configurations;

b. design guidelines for the systematic integration ofa variety ofcontrol and display
devices to enhance STARS operatorand maintainer performance; and

c. design and implementation analyses, alternatives, and recommendations for the
II configuration of future workstations and STARS P3! workstation environments.

4.6 Human Component Life Cycle Costs. Benefits, and Tradeoffs

L It is necessary tosupplement the human factors information available to support the decisions
made on alternative approaches to, and program plans for, meeting STARS P3I requirements.

| This activity will support the STARS PI with easily accessible, quantifiable information that
-1 reflects a human performance perspective by developing reliable sources ofdata and

integrating this data into investment analysis and programmatic decisions. This activity will
i provide human factors information to (a) conduct the necessary alternatives evaluations, (b)

assesscurrent and future affordability, (c) contribute to the tradeoffanalyses and investment
decisions, and (d) resolve cost/effectiveness issues during solution implementation. The

' products of this activity include

a. identification and description of STARS human factors variables impacting costs,
[ j benefits, and tradeoffs (e.g., the types ofoperational benefits related to human
u performance on new and upgraded system components);

b. methods for, and results from, the prediction and assessment of the relevantSTARS
J human factors opportunities and risks that significantly impact system performance

(e.g., identifying the operator cognitive workload for critical functions/tasks);

j c. the quantification of human performance variables and their relationships (e.g.,
human-system performance cost/benefit relationships for new display concepts);

I d. accessible sources of information related to human factors costs, benefits, and
J tradeoffs (e.g., development of accessible data sources providing relevant program

documentation and records such as task and training analysis information); and

y
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e. assessments ofSTARS P3! concepts and system developments on the affordability,
costs, benefits, risks, and tradeoffs associated with human factors including personnel
selection, staffing, training, and human-system performance.

4.7 Human Factors Program Documentation

During the conduct of activities related to STARS service level transitions and pre-planned
improvements, human factors inputs to program documentation will provide essential
information by which to plan, develop, test, implement,and sustain the system/subsystem
being acquired. It will be necessary to properly document the human factors considerations
for the integration of human factors into other programmanagement decisionsand into
contractor/vendorrequirements. Whereas the methodby which this documentation has
traditionally occurred is changing (especially with increased dependence upon software,
COTS/NDI, and rapidprototyping; decreased dependence on standards; less restrictive
documentation andspecification; and shorter acquisition times), there is, nevertheless, a
requirement for significant human factors expertise applied to thedocumentation of human
performance information. Products of this activity include inputs todocumentation related to
human performance limitations, human resource constraints, human-system issues and
considerations, human factors specifications, user (operator and maintainer) performance test
plans and procedures, human factors inputs tocontract deliverables (Contract Deliverable
Requirements Lists, Data Item Descriptions, Statement OfWork), and other AMS documents.

Human factors documentation inputsdefinehuman performance requirements and criteria,
identify human performance andresource tradeoffs, specify human performance thresholds,
establish an approach to ensure human performance supports system performance, anddefine
the specific tasks and activities to beconducted. In addition toother enumerations and

j annotations of human factors in other program documentation (e.g., task analyses, market
surveys, affordability assessments, test reports), thekey program documents in a system
acquisition requiring experienced input relative to human factors areas follows.

•

Mission Need Statement: The MNS defines a mission capability shortfall or
technological opportunity the FAA should address and includes consideration of major
human resource and human-system performance issues. Incorporation of majorhuman
resource and performance considerations provide a basis for addressing constraints
related to the human component of the requiredcapability.

Requirements Document: This establishes the performance baseline and operational
framework for an acquisition program and includes human-system interfaces and
human performance requirements. It is in this document that detailed consideration of
human-system interfaces and human performance requirements, characteristics, and
criteria are initiated.

Investment Analysis Report: This summarizes the analytical and quantitative
information developed during investment analysis in thesearch for the best means for
satisfying a mission need and identifies the human resource and performance tradeoffs
in terms of cost and benefit. Identifying the human resource and performance
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tradeoffs provides insight into their impact on the operational suitability and
effectiveness in quantifiable cost and benefit terms.

• Acquisition Program Baseline: This establishes the performance, cost, schedule, and
benefits baseline with which an acquisition must be implemented. It includes human-

• , system performance thresholds and concepts for conducting the human factors
jj program. Identifying these thresholds and concepts for conducting the human factors

program establishes a reference point for all future system human factors tradeoffs in
I operational suitability and effectiveness.

^ • Acquisition Strategy Paper: This defines the overall strategy by which an acquisition
program will be implemented and outlines the strategy and objectives for the

j supporting human factors program. Providing a human factors strategy helps ensure
that the solicitation addresses critical human factors contractor services.

| • Integrated Program Plan: This describes the detailed planning for all aspects ofthe
J program implementation and specifies the human factors program tasks, activities,

controls, responsibilities, and schedule. The human factors portion of this document
provides an early and clear definition of the work to be conducted under the human

-> factors program.

j , 4.8 Estimated Level of Human Factors Effort
u

Each transition state, upgrade, and enhancement will require some aspect of the seven
< activities delineated above. However, the level of human factors effort must be tailored to the

J specific product; the timing ofthe product; the relevant human-system performance issues;
and the associated consequences of potential tradeoffs, deficiencies, and opportunities. While

1 | the appropriate tailoring should be accomplished through a thorough assessment of the
U transition state or enhancement, Volume II, Section 14provides an estimate of the relative

level of human factors anticipated for the proposed STARS transitions and enhancements.
] This section also rates each ofthe transition states (i.e., high, medium, and low) and

_i enhancements for the seven major human factors research and applications activities. It is
recognized that some human factors activities have already been accomplished and are

| included in the total level required. It further recognizes thatonly the residual efforts will be
- conducted in the future.

j j 5. Implications for the Future
L

This chapter provides evidence that there is a need and ample opportunity to capitalize on the
i capabilities and limitations ofthe human component for the STARS program in order to

L achieve stated objectives for safety and productivity. The chapter also suggests major
implications for designing acomprehensive human factors program to ensure this
achievement. Some of these include the following:

The impact of design and development on human performance are only fully evident if
the human factors program employs a rigorous approach to human factors engineering.
Such an approach requires the research and application activities to use methods that
comprehensively address (a) representative user (operator and maintainer)
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characteristics; (b) human-system performance metrics/data; (c) functional scenarios
across all tasks and operational requirements; (d) representative training for operators,
maintainers, and supervisors; and (e) stabilized baseline system configurations.

• In addition to certain requirements of STARS identified as candidates for P3!, the
government may also authorize improvements to STARS hardware, software, and
firmware to maintain technological currency and to enhance system capabilities. As
these technology changes are made, so too, must changes to the efforts associated with
the human factors program.

• Because the government may order improvements separately, or concurrently with,
other improvements (improvement sets), variations in the human factors program may
result. These incremental upgrades may consist of modifications to hardware,
software, documentation, support tools, procedures, and data necessary to effect the
upgrade. As requirements for the incremental upgrades to the design and development
are defined, changes to the human factors program must also be specifically
delineated.

• Although there are unknowns associated with the specific design features of the
STARS transition states and enhancements that must be addressed, there are also

human performance implications(such as in the site training programs). These
implications are related to differences in equipment configuration at each site and the
timing and durationof the transition or enhancement at each site. As configurations
and candidate enhancements are site-adapted, the human performance considerations
of those adaptations must also be addressed.

• The current definitions of the human interfaces with STARS transition states and

enhancements are insufficientlymature to estimate accurately the full implications on
human performance or to determine the full scopeof the human factors requirement
associated with this program. A significant effort is required to define the human
interfaceand integration requirements across all STARSprogram future
developments.

6. Conclusions

The critical impact ofhuman factors on acquisitions is well documented in programs, studies,
and analyses. The FAA Acquisition Management System states, "Integrated Product Teams
must assure that planning, analysis, development, implementation, and in-service activities for
equipment, software, facilities, and services include human factors engineering to ensure
performance requirements and objectives are consistent with human capabilities and
limitations." As in other programs, human factors must be integrated with the STARS
engineering and development effort, its transition states, and enhancements throughout the
acquisition process.

This approach employs human factors in the context of the total system concept in which the
operator, maintainer, and operating environment are integral components of the system. When
human factors is applied early in the acquisition management process, it enhances the
probability of increased performance, safety, and productivity; decreased life cycle staffing
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and trainingcosts; and becomes well-integrated into the program's strategy, planning, cost and
schedule baselines, and technical tradeoffs. These benefits are equally applicable to COTS
acquisitions such as STARS, with its transition states andenhancements, as well as
developmental programs.
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1. Introduction

This assessment plan outlines the methodology to conduct a follow-up evaluation of the
computer-human interface (CHI) of the Standard Terminal Automation Replacement System
(STARS) Monitor and Control Workstation (MCW). At the request of Terminal Systems
Division (ARU-200), the Human Factors Branch (ACT-530) conducted the original study
(Mogford, Rosiles,Koros,& Held, in press). That investigation evaluatedboth the MCW Full
Service Level (FSL) and Emergency Service Level (ESL) systems. The current test replicates the
methodology used during that study to determine the effects of MCW software improvements.

1.1 Background

The original investigation employed a CHIReview Team composed of Engineering Research
Psychologists and anAirway Facilities (AF) Subject Matter Expert. The team was assembled
from ACT-530 personnel at theFederal Aviation Administration (FAA) William J. Hughes
Technical Center. That investigation assessedthe usabilityof the MCW in the context of the
humanfactors (HF)information contained in the STARS System/Subsystem Specification (SSS)
(FAA, 1997), andwith regard to criteria in theHuman Engineering Design Criteriafor Military
Systems, Equipment and Facilities (MIL-STD-1472D) (DOD, 1989); Human Factors Design

. | Guidefor Acquisition ofCommercial-Off-the-ShelfSubsystems, Non-Developmental hems, and
jj Developmental Systems (Wagner, Birt, Snyder, &Duncanson, 1996); and American National

Standardfor Human Factors Engineering of Visual Display Terminal Workstations (ANSI/HFS
i 100-1988) (HFS, 1988). CHI Review Team members conducted thisevaluation in theSTARS

J laboratory at the Technical Center during the week ofApril 7, 1997. They used a script of
representative AF tasks totest each system and conducted a side-by-side comparison. They

| . analyzed the resulting data and presented it to ARU-200 on April 23, 1997 (Mogford, et al., in
Li press). The current test will employ the same methodology and script to investigate the CHI of

the ESL and FSL systems.

U During the original study, the CHI Review Team identified HF concerns for each service level
(i.e., the FSL and ESL systems) and for both systems when compared side-by-side. Significant
concerns within theFSLCHI included the number of user interface styles (i.e., graphical,

- command line, and character-based menu interfaces) and the number ofstatus codes used. HF
concerns for the ESL system included the number ofuser interface styles, cumbersome mouse

| actions, improper status coding, and limited access to system information. The main CHI of the
-i ESL system was entirely different from the FSL system, yet it also required users to employ

graphical, command line, and character-based menu interfaces. When compared side-by-side,
! the team noted that the FSL and ESL systems had independent and inconsistent interfaces. This

^ lack of consistency requires the user to learn two different CHIs, mouse interaction styles, and
status coding schemes. Alist of the STARS MCW HF issues is provided in Volume II, Section

i 1.

The team concluded that the MCW system represented acollection ofunintegrated and
I | independently formatted CHIs. They recommended that the MCW CHIs be internally and
U externally integrated into asingle system. This should help to minimize human error and enable
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systems specialists to moreeasily navigate andaccess required system functions in a consistent
manner.

1.2 Scope and Limitations

This evaluation will assess the usability of the current version of the MCW CHI design
(including theFSLand ESL systems). Theproposed assessment is limited to a usability
evaluation of the MCW. It focuses on the ability of the user interface to support systems
specialists' tasks. Data on the safety, efficiency, performance, and workload levels associated
with this design will not becollected. This kind ofHF evaluation may be conducted when the
system nears maturity.

2. Method

Two methods will be employed. First, the CHI Review Team will assess the MCW system with
respect to HF requirements contained in the SSS and evaluate its adherence to HF guidelines and
standards. Second, theReview Teamwill conduct a usability evaluation of the MCW in the
STARS lab.

2.1 Participants

A CHI Review Team will beassembled. It will becomprised ofsix AFsystems specialists and
three HF specialists familiarwith AF systems.

2.2 Materials

The Review Team will use several reference documents including the SSS, MIL-STD-1472D,
the AF Human Factors Design Guide, and the ANSI document. Checklists will be developed
from these sources, as needed.

L The team will use two super VHS recorders to capture activity as each task in the test script is
performed. Ascan converter will capture the screen activity, while acamera with awide-angle

I I view captures keyboard and other related activities.

u

u

y _
l The Review Team will apply the same methodology that was employed during the first

J evaluation. The following subsections detail these procedures.

2.3 Scripts

During the CHI review, the Review Team will use ascript of representative AF tasks to perform
activities on the FSL and ESL systems. The script employed for the initial evaluation (Volume
II, Section 15) will be checked for completeness and revised as needed. The team will execute
the script on each system and then on both systems in parallel to conduct the side-by-side
comparison.

2.4 Procedure
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2.4.1 Specifications and HF Guidelines Review

The Review Team will examine system functionality (i.e., FSL and ESL) with respect to the HF
information contained in the SSS. The team will also determine whether each system adheres to
good HF practices by applying HF guidelines in the sources listed in Section 2.2. A table of the
information contained in these sources will be generated and issues that represent a departure
from accepted HF practices will be documented.

2.4.2 Usability Evaluation

The CHI Review Team will use the test script to exercise the FSL and then the ESL functions
during the CHI review test period. They will complete the appropriate data collection forms
(Volume II, Sections 16 and 17) as the script is performed. These forms contain the 89 issues
(45 FSL items, 21 ESL items, and 23 items relevant to both systems) that were identified during
the initial evaluation. Since that evaluation, the STARS program office has worked with the
vendor to address these issues. Each issue will be re-evaluated to determine its current status and

new issues will be added as needed.

The Review Team will performthe same test scripton both service levels in parallel after
completion of the independent evaluations. A side-by-side comparison of the twoservice level
CHIs will be performed to evaluate thecompatibility of controls anddisplays. The team will
follow the script to access each function on the two interfaces and makenotes regarding
similarities and differences that are relevant to efficiency and safety of operation. This
information will be entered into the data collection form contained in Volume II, Section 18. A
form for Review Team members to record additional comments is provided in Volume II,
Section 19.

3. Results Format

The results will include findings from the two CHI evaluation activities, specifications andHF
guidelines review, and the compatibility evaluation. The procedure for each is presented in the
following subsections.

L-i 3.1 Specifications and HF Guidelines Review

! The CHI Review Team will assess the usability of the MCW with respect to the information
L contained in the SSS and general HF guidelines. Issues such asscreen format, color coding, and

information content will receive particular attention.
! !

Li 3.2 Usability Evaluation

] | The CHI Review Team will consolidate all comments generated as the test script was performed
Li on each system and during the side-by-side comparison. Redundancies will be removed and a

final list of issues will be created. This list will be augmented by information contained in the
j ! videotapes (as needed) to determine the usability of the FSL and ESL with regard to each
^ function tested. Compatibility of the two service levels will also be addressed. The CHI Review

y
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Team will provide recommendations, as appropriate, to address usability issues. In addition,
design areas that represent good HF practices will be identified.

4. Proposed Schedule

• Conduct CHI evaluation (Schedule to be determined).

• Deliver draft and final reports to ARU-200 at approximately 6-week intervals after the review
takes place. The report will contain conclusions from all data analysis activities and the
resulting recommendations.
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